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Abstract. The present paper is devoted to the relations between Deligne’s conjecture on critical
values of motivic L-functions and the multiplicative relations between periods of arithmetically
normalized automorphic forms on unitary groups. In the first place, we combine the Ichino–Ikeda–
Neal-Harris (IINH) formula – which is now a theorem – with an analysis of cup products of coherent
cohomological automorphic forms on Shimura varieties to establish relations between certain auto-
morphic periods and critical values of Rankin-Selberg and Asai L-functions of GLpnqˆGLpmq over
CM fields. By reinterpreting these critical values in terms of automorphic periods of holomorphic
automorphic forms on unitary groups, we show that the automorphic periods of holomorphic forms
can be factored as products of coherent cohomological forms, compatibly with a motivic factor-
ization predicted by the Tate conjecture. All of these results are conditional on a conjecture on
non-vanishing of twists of automorphic L-functions of GLpnq by anticyclotomic characters of finite
order, and are stated under a certain regularity condition.
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Introduction13

This paper is devoted to the relations between two themes. The first theme is Deligne’s conjecture14

on critical values of motivic L-functions. Our first main theorem is an expression of certain critical15

values – those of the L-functions of tensor products of motives attached to cohomological automor-16

phic forms on unitary groups – in terms of periods of arithmetically normalized automorphic forms17

on the Shimura varieties attached to these unitary groups. We refer to these periods as automorphic18
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periods for the remainder of the introduction. The full result, like most of the results contained in19

this paper, is conditional on a pair of conjectures that will be described below, as well as a relatively20

mild list of restrictions (see 11) on the local components of the L-functions considered. Let F be a21

CM field. Here is the statement of our automorphic version (Thm. 5.53) of Deligne’s conjecture,22

over F :23

Theorem 1. Let n, n1 ě 1 be integers and let Π (resp. Π1) be a cohomological conjugate self-dual
cuspidal automorphic representation of GLpn,AF q (resp. GLpn1,AF q), which satisfies Hyp. 2.4. If
n ” n1 mod 2, we assume that Π and Π1 satisfy the conditions of Thm. 2.18, i.e., that the isobaric
sum pΠηnq‘ pΠ1cηnq is 2-regular and that either Π and Π1 are both 5-regular or Π and Π1 are both
regular and satisfy Conj. 2.10. Whereas if n ı n1 mod 2, we assume that Π and Π1 satisfy the
conditions of Thm. 5.21, i.e., we assume Conj. 2.10 and suppose that Π8 is pn´1q-regular and Π18
is pn1 ´ 1q-regular. Then the automorphic version of Deligne’s conjecture, cf. Conj. 2.15, is true:
If s0 is a critical value of Lps,ΠˆΠ1q, then the value at s0 of the partial L-function LSps,ΠˆΠ1q
(for some appropriate finite set S), satisfies

LSps0,ΠbΠ1q „EpΠqEpΠ1q p2πiq
nn1s0

ź

ıPΣ

r
ź

0ďiďn

P piqpΠ, ıqsppi,Π;Π1,ıq
ź

0ďjďn1

P pjqpΠ1, ıqsppj,Π
1;Π,ıqs.

Here ı runs over complex embeddings of F belonging to a fixed CM type Σ, sppi,Π; Π1, ıq are integers24

depending on the relative positions of the infinitesimal characters of Π and Π1 at the place ı, and25

P piqpΠ, ıq and P pjqpΠ1, ıq are period invariants attached to Π and Π1 by quadratic base change from26

certain unitary groups (that depend on ı and the superscripts piq, pjq), and the symbol “„EpΠqEpΠ1q”27

means that the left-hand side is the product of the right hand side by an element of a certain number28

field attached to Π and Π1.29

In other words, the critical values of the Rankin-Selberg L-function Lps,ΠˆΠ1q can be expressed30

in terms of Petersson norms of certain arithmetically normalized holomorphic automorphic forms.31

We refer to the body of the paper for details and explanations. Hyp. 2.4, a mild local restriction32

at non-archimedean places, is only relevant when nn1 is even, and then amounts to the familiar33

fact that it is not always possible to construct even-dimensional hermitian spaces with arbitrary34

local invariants; it can be relaxed by a standard base change construction at the cost of introducing35

additional quadratic irrationalities.36

37

Deligne’s conjecture, as stated in [Del79], asserts that the left-hand side of the equation in Thm.138

is proportional (up to the coefficient field EpMpΠqqEpMpΠ1qq) to the period invariant Deligne39

assigned to a motive RF {QpMpΠq bMpΠ1qq whose L-function is given by Lps,ΠbΠ1q. The second40

theme of this paper concerns the relation of the right-hand side of the equation in Thm. 1 to41

Deligne’s period invariant, denoted c`ps0, RF {QpMpΠqbMpΠ
1qqq. Under the hypotheses of Thm.1,42

motives MpΠq and MpΠ1q over F , of rank n and n1 over their respective coefficient fields, can be43

constructed in the cohomology of Shimura varieties ShpV q and ShpV 1q attached to the unitary44

groups of hermitian spaces V and V 1 of rank n and n1 respectively. These Shimura varieties have45

the property that their connected components are arithmetic quotients of the unit ball in Cn´1 and46

Cn1´1, respectively. Our second main theorem can be paraphrased as follows:47

Theorem 2. Let F , Π, and Π1 be as in Thm.1. Assume Conj. 2.10 (non-vanishing of certain48

central critical values) and Conj. 4.15 (rationality of certain archimedean integrals). Then for any49

critical value s0 of Lps,Πˆ Π1q, the Deligne period c`ps0, RF {QpMpΠq bMpΠ
1qqq can be identified50

with the right-hand side of the equation in Thm.1.51
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The content of Thm.2 is a relation between periods of automorphic forms on Shimura varieties at-52

tached to hermitian spaces with different signatures. Following an approach pioneered by Shimura53

over 40 years ago, we combine special cases of Deligne’s conjecture with comparisons of distinct54

expressions for critical values of automorphic L-functions to relate automorphic periods on differ-55

ent groups. These periods are attached to motives (for absolute Hodge cycles) that occur in the56

cohomology of the various Shimura varieties. In view of Tate’s conjecture on cycle classes in `-adic57

cohomology, the relations obtained are consistent with the determination of the representations of58

Galois groups of appropriate number fields on the `-adic cohomology of the respective motives. The59

paper [Lin17b] used arguments of this type to show how to factor automorphic periods on Shimura60

varieties attached to a CM field F as products of automorphic periods of holomorphic modular61

forms, each attached to an embedding ı “ ıv0 : F ãÑ C. Thm. 6.1 (see (9) below) leads to a62

factorization of the latter periods in terms of periods of coherent cohomology classes on Shimura63

varieties attached to the unitary group Hp0q of a hermitian space over F with signature pn ´ 1, 1q64

at ıv0 and definite at embeddings that are distinct from ıv0 and its complex conjugate. This fac-65

torization – see Thm. 6.3 (and the explanations in §2.5), which is the precise statement of which66

Thm. 2 is a paraphrase – also depends on the conjectures and local restrictions mentioned above.67

The archimedean components of the automorphic representations we consider are tempered and68

are cohomological, in the sense explained in (3) below. The local restrictions at archimedean places69

take the form of regularity hypotheses on the infinitesimal characters of these finite-dimensional70

representations, or equivalently on the Hodge structures of the associated motives.71

72

Taken together, our two main theorems, Thm. 5.53 and Thm. 6.3 – always assuming the two73

conjectures and local restrictions already mentioned – provide a plausible version of Deligne’s con-74

jecture for the L-function of the tensor products of the motivesMpΠq andMpΠ1q over ıpF q attached75

to Π and Π1, respectively, with the formula for Deligne’s period c`ps0, RF {QpMpΠqbMpΠ
1qqq, com-76

puted as in Prop. 1.12. We refer to our Thm. 3.16, where the motives MpΠq and MpΠ1q are in fact77

constructed, verifying a conjecture of Clozel for those cuspidal automorphic representations Π and78

Π1, respectively.79

80

The main results are based on two kinds of expressions for automorphic L-functions. The first
derives from the Rankin-Selberg method for GLpnq ˆ GLpn ´ 1q. The paper [Gro-Har15] applied
this method over F , when F is imaginary quadratic, to prove some cases of Deligne’s conjecture in
the form derived in [Har13b]. A principal innovation of that paper was to take the automorphic
representation on GLpn´ 1q to define an Eisenstein cohomology class. This has subsequently been
extended to general CM fields in [Lin15b], [Gro19] and [Gro-Lin21]. The basic structure of the
argument is the same in all cases. Let Gr denote the algebraic group GLprq for any r ě 1, over the
base CM-field F ; let KGr,8 denote a maximal connected subgroup of Gr,8 :“ GLrpF bQ Rq which
is compact modulo the center, and and let gr,8 denote the Lie algebra of Gr,8. Let Π be a cuspidal
automorphic representation of GnpAF q and let Π1 be an isobaric automorphic representation of
Gn´1pAF q,

Π1 “ Π11 ‘ Π12 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨‘ Π1r

where each Π1i is a cuspidal automorphic representation of GLnipAF q and
ř

i ni “ n ´ 1. We81

assume that both Π and Π1 are cohomological, in the sense that there exist finite-dimensional,82

algebraic representations E and E 1 of Gn,8 and Gn´1,8, respectively, such that the relative Lie83

algebra cohomology spaces84

H˚pgn,8,KGn,8,Π8 b Eq ‰ 0, H˚pgn´1,8,KGn´1,8,Π
1
8 b E 1q ‰ 0. (3)
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Here Π8 and Π18 denote the archimedean components of Π and Π1, respectively. Although this is85

not strictly necessary at this stage we also assume86

Hypothesis 4. The cuspidal automorphic representations Π1i and Π are all conjugate self-dual.87

Then it is known that Π and all summands Π1i are tempered locally everywhere [Har-Tay01,88

Shi11, Car12] because each Π1i and Π is (up to a twist by a half-integral power of the norm, which89

we ignore for the purposes of this introduction) a cuspidal cohomological representation. Suppose90

there is a non-trivial Gn´1pF bQ Cq-invariant pairing91

E b E 1 Ñ C. (5)

Then the central critical value of the Rankin-Selberg L-function Lps,ΠˆΠ1q can be expressed as a92

cup product in the cohomology, with twisted coefficients, of the locally symmetric space attached93

to Gn´1. These cohomology spaces have natural rational structures over number fields, and the cup94

product preserves rationality. From this observation we obtain the following relation for the central95

critical value s “ s0:96

LSps0,ΠˆΠ1q „ pps0,Π8 Π18q ppΠq ppΠ
1q (6)

where ppΠq and ppΠ1q are the Whittaker periods of Π and Π1, respectively, and pps0,Π8,Π
1
8q is an97

archimedean factor depending only on s0, Π8 and Π18. The notation „, here and below, means98

“equal up to specified algebraic factors”; we will have more to say about this in section 12 at the99

end of this introduction. We point out that this archimedean period pps0,Π8,Π
1
8q can in fact be100

computed, up to algebraic factors, as a precise integral power of 2πi, see [Gro-Lin21] Cor. 4.30. It101

turns out that this power is precisely the one predicted by Deligne’s conjecture. Furthermore, Thm.102

2.6 of [Gro-Lin21] provides the expression103

ppΠ1q „
r
ź

i“1

ppΠ1iq ¨
ź

iăj

LSp1,Π1i ˆ pΠ
1
jq

vq. (7)

Finally, the cuspidal factors ppΠq and ppΠ1iq can be related to the critical L-values of the Asai L-104

functions LSp1,Π,Asp´1qnq, LSp1,Π1i,Asp´1qni q, as in [Gro-Har15], [Gro-Har-Lap16], [Lin15b], and105

most generally in [Gro-Lin21].106

Under Hyp. 4, it is shown in [Gro-Har15] and [Lin15b] that all the terms in (7) can be expressed in107

terms of automorphic periods of arithmetically normalized holomorphic modular forms on Shimura108

varieties attached to unitary groups of various signatures. So far we have only considered the central109

critical value s0, but variants of (5) allow us to treat other critical values of Lps,Π ˆ Π1q in the110

same way. Non-central critical values, when they exist, do not vanish, and in this way the expres-111

sions (6) and (7) give rise to non-trivial relations among these automorphic periods, including the112

factorizations proved in [Lin17b].113

114

Of course

Lps,ΠˆΠ1q “
r
ź

i“1

Lps,ΠˆΠ1iq.

When ni “ 1, the critical values of Lps,Π ˆ Π1iq were studied in [Har97] and subsequent papers,115

especially [Gue16, Gue-Lin16]. Thus, provided n1 “ m ď n´ 1, it is possible to analyze the critical116

values of Lps,ΠˆΠ11q using (6) and (7), provided Π11 can be completed to an isobaric sum as above,117

with ni “ 1 for i “ 2, . . . , r, such that (5) is satisfied. This argument is carried out in detail in118

[Lin15] and [Lin15b]. See also [Gro-Sac20].119

120
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In the above discussion, we need to assume that abelian twists Lps,Π ˆ Π1iq, i ą 1, have non-121

vanishing critical values; this can be arranged automatically under appropriate regularity hypotheses122

but requires a serious non-vanishing hypothesis in general – we return to this point later. For the123

moment, we still have to address the restriction on the method imposed by the requirement (5). For124

this, it is convenient to divide critical values of Lps,ΠˆΠ11q, with n1 “ m as above, into two cases.125

We say the weight of the L-function Lps,Πˆ Π11q is odd (resp. even) if the integers n and m have126

opposite (resp. equal) parity. In the case of even parity, the left-most critical value – corresponding127

to s “ 1 in the unitary normalization of the L-function – was treated completely in Lin’s thesis128

[Lin15b]. Here we treat the remaining critical values in the even parity case by applying a method129

introduced long ago by Harder, and extended recently by Harder and Raghuram [Har-Rag20] for130

totally real fields and Raghuram in [Rag20] for totally imaginary fields, to compare successive crit-131

ical values of a Rankin-Selberg L-function for GLpnq ˆGLpmq. Under different assumptions, even132

more refined results for successive critical values have been established in the odd parity case in133

[Lin15], [Lin15b], [Gro-Lin21] and [Gro-Sac20], extending [Har-Rag20] to CM-fields. This reduces134

the analysis of critical values in the odd case to the central critical value – provided the latter does135

not vanish, which we now assume.136

137

In order to treat the central critical value when we cannot directly complete Π11 to satisfy (5), we138

need a second expression for automorphic L-functions: the Ichino-Ikeda-N. Harris formula (hence-139

forward: the IINH formula) for central values of automorphic L-functions of UpNqˆUpN´1q, stated140

below as Thm. 4.5. Here the novelty is that we complete both Π on GnpAF q and Π11 on GmpAF q141

to isobaric cohomological representations Π̃ and Π̃1 of GN pAF q and GN´1pAF q, respectively, for142

sufficiently large N , adding 1-dimensional representations χi and χ1j in each case, so that the pair143

pΠ̃, Π̃1q satisfies (5). At present we have no way of interpreting the critical values of Lps, Π̃ ˆ Π̃1q144

as cohomological cup products, for the simple reason that both Π̃ and Π̃1 are Eisenstein represen-145

tations and the integral of a product of Eisenstein series is divergent. However, we can replace the146

Rankin-Selberg integral by the IINH formula, provided we assume147

Hypothesis 8. For all i, j we have

Lps0,Πˆ χ
1
jq ‰ 0; Lps0, χi ˆΠ11q ‰ 0; Lps0, χi ¨ χ

1
jq ‰ 0.

Here s0 denotes the central value in each case (s0 “
1
2 in the unitary normalization).148

We have already assumed that the central value of interest, namely Lps0,ΠˆΠ11q, does not equal149

zero. Assuming Hyp. 8, an argument developed in [Har13b, Gro-Har15], based on the IINH for-150

mula, allows us to express the latter central value in terms of automorphic periods of arithmetically151

normalized holomorphic automorphic forms on unitary groups. In order to relate the values in Hyp.152

8 to the IINH formula, which is a relation between periods and central values of L-functions of153

pairs of unitary groups, we apply Hyp. 4 and the theory of stable base change for unitary groups,154

as developed in sufficient generality in [KMSW14, Shi14], to identify the L-functions in the IINH155

formula with automorphic L-functions on general linear groups.156

157

This argument, which is carried out completely in §5, is one of the keys to the factorization158

of periods of a single arithmetically normalized holomorphic automorphic form ωprı,sıqpΠq on the159

Shimura variety attached to the unitary group H of an n-dimensional hermitian space over F with160

signature prı, sıq at the place ı “ ıv0 mentioned above, and definite at embeddings that are distinct161

from ı and its complex conjugate. The notation indicates that ωprı,sıqpΠq belongs to an automorphic162

representation of H whose base change to Gn is our original cuspidal automorphic representation Π.163

The period in question, denoted P psıqpΠ, ıq, is essentially the normalized Petersson inner product of164
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ωprı,sıqpΠq with itself. It was already explained in [Har97] that Tate’s conjecture implies a relation165

of the following form:166

P psıqpΠ, ıq „
ź

0ďiďsı

PipΠ, ıq (9)

where PipΠ, ıq is a normalized version of the Petersson norm of a form on the Shimura variety167

attached to the specific unitary group Hp0q. Our main result on factorization (Thm. 6.3) is a168

version of (9) and allows us to relate the local arithmetic automorphic periods P psıqpΠ, ıq to the169

motivic periods QpsıqpMpΠq, ıq appearing in the factorization of Deligne’s periods. Like most of the170

other theorems already mentioned, this one is conditional on two conjectures and local conditions,171

to which we now turn.172

Conjectures assumed in the proofs of the main theorems. Thm. 6.1, which is the basis for173

Thm. 6.3, is conditional on the following two conjectures:174

(a) Conj. 2.10 (non-vanishing of certain twisted central critical values).175

(b) Conj. 4.15 (rationality of certain archimedean integrals).176

Conj. 4.15 can only be settled by a computation of the integrals in question. The conjecture is177

natural because its failure would contradict the Tate conjecture; it is also known to be true in the178

few cases where it can be checked. Methods are known for computing these integrals but they are179

not simple. In the absence of this conjecture, the methods of this paper provide a weaker state-180

ment: the period relation in Thm. 6.1 is true up to a product of factors that depend only on the181

archimedean component of Π. Such a statement had already been proved in [Har07] using the theta182

correspondence, but the proof is much more complicated.183

184

Everyone seems to believe Conj. 2.10, but it is clearly very difficult. In fact, the proof of general185

non-vanishing theorems for character twists of L-functions of GLpnq, with n ą 2, seemed completely186

out of reach until recently. In the last few years, however, there has been significant progress in the187

cases n “ 3 and n “ 4, by two very different methods [Jia-Zha20, Blo-Li-Mil17], and one can hope188

that there will be more progress in the future.189

190

Although the main theorems are conditional on these conjectures, we still believe that the methods191

of this paper are of interest: they establish clear relations between important directions in current192

research on automorphic forms and a version of Deligne’s conjecture in the most important cases193

accessible by automorphic methods. Moreover, the most serious condition is the non-vanishing194

Conj. 2.10 above. The proofs, however, remain valid whenever the non-vanishing can be verified for195

a given automorphic representation Π and all the automorphic representations Π1 that intervene in196

the successive induction steps as in §6.197

About the proofs. The first main theorem relates special values of L-functions to automorphic198

periods, and relies on the methods described above: the analysis of Rankin-Selberg L-functions us-199

ing cohomological cup products, in particular Eisenstein cohomology, and the results of [Gro-Har15,200

Lin15b, Har-Rag20, Gro-Lin21] on the one hand, and the IINH conjecture on the other. The second201

main theorem obtains the factorization of periods (9) by applying the IINH conjecture to the results202

on special values, and by using a result on non-vanishing of cup products of coherent cohomology203

proved in [Har14]. In fact, the case used here had already been treated in [Har-Li98], assuming204

properties of stable base change from unitary groups to general linear groups that were recently205

proved in [KMSW14]: Some of the results of [KMSW14] are still conditional, but what we need for206

our purposes can be found therein in sufficient generality in unconditional form.207

208
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The results of [Har14] are applied by induction on n, and each stage of the induction imposes an209

additional regularity condition. This explains the regularity hypothesis in the statement of Thm.210

6.1. The factorization in the theorem must be true in general, but it is not clear to us whether the211

method based in the IINH conjecture can be adapted in the absence of the regularity hypothesis.212

On using the IINH conjecture to solve for unknowns. Although we have no sympathy with213

the general outlook of the politician Donald Rumsfeld, and we consider his role in recent history to214

be largely deleterious, in the formulation of the strategy for proving our main results we did find215

it helpful to meditate on his thoughts on knowledge, as expressed in the following quotation [Morris]:216

217

...as we know, there are known knowns; there are things we know we know. We also know there are218

known unknowns; that is to say we know there are some things we do not know. But there are also219

unknown unknowns – the ones we don’t know we don’t know.220

221

Rumsfeld neglected the unknown knowns, such as the period invariants and critical values that222

are the main subject of this paper. The formula of Ichino–Ikeda–Neal-Harris, in the inhomogenous223

form in which it is presented in Thm. 4.5, can be viewed as an identity involving three kinds of tran-224

scendental quantities: critical values of Rankin-Selberg and Asai L-functions, Petersson norms of225

algebraically normalized coherent cohomology classes, and cup products between two such classes.226

Here is a simplified version of the conjecture, which is now a theorem, with elementary terms227

indicated by p˚q:228

|Icanpf, f 1q|2

xf, fy xf 1, f 1y
“ p˚q

Lp1
2 ,ΠbΠ1q

Lp1,Π,Asp´1qnqLp1,Π1,Asp´1qn´1
q
. (10)

From the Rumsfeld perspective, the denominator of the right-hand side of (10), which is independent229

of the relative position of Π and Π1, was an unknown known that became a known known230

thanks to [Gro-Har15] and subsequent generalizations. The same paper, as well as [Har13b], turn231

the numerator of the right-hand side into a known known, as long as the coefficients of the232

cohomology classes defined by Π and Π1 satisfy the relation (5). Thm. 1 leverages the result under233

(5) and Conj. 2.10 to turn the numerator of the right-hand side into a known known even when234

Π and Π1 themselves do not satisfy (5).235

Thus the entire right-hand side of the formula can be considered a known known. As for the236

left-hand side, the periods in the denominator should at best be viewed as known unknowns, and237

then only when f and f 1 are holomorphic automorphic forms – because the only thing we know238

about Petersson norms of (algebraically normalized) holomorphic automorphic forms is that they239

are uniquely determined real numbers that are probably transcendental. That leaves the numerator240

of the left-hand side, and here we use the result of [Har14], when it applies, to choose f and f 1 so241

that the numerator, as a cup product in coherent cohomology, belongs to a fixed algebraic number242

field. In fact, the numerator can be taken to be 1, which is a known known, if anything is.243

Finally, as the unitary groups vary most of the periods that appear in the numerator of the left-244

hand side of (10) have no cohomological interpretation. Thus these have to be viewed as unknown245

unknowns in Rumsfeld’s sense – precisely because the identity (10) relates these periods to known246

knowns and unknown knowns (the latter when the periods in the denominator are attached to247

higher coherent cohomology classes on Shimura varieties for unitary groups with mixed signature,248

which we have not studied).249

11. Local hypotheses.250

The conclusion of Thm. 6.1 is asserted for Π that satisfy a list of conditions. One of them is our251

hypothesis that252
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Π is a pn ´ 1q-regular, cohomological conjugate self-dual cuspidal automorphic representation253

of GnpAF q such that for each possible rF` : Qs-tuple of signatures I, Π descends to a tempered254

cohomological cuspidal representation of a unitary group UIpAF`q of signature I at the archimedean255

places.256

The conditions that Π be conjugate self-dual and cohomological are necessary in order to make257

sense of the periods that appear in the statement of the theorem. Assuming these two conditions,258

the theorem for cuspidal Π implies the analogous statement for more general Π. The other two259

conditions boil down to local hypotheses: The pn ´ 1q-regularity condition is a hypothesis on the260

archimedean component of Π that is used in some of the results used in the proof, notably in the261

repeated use of the results of [Lin15b]. The final condition about descent is automatic if n is odd262

but requires only a local hypothesis at some non-archimedean place if n is even. Using quadratic263

base change, as in work of Yoshida and others, one can probably obtain a weaker version of Thm.264

6.1 in the absence of this assumption, but we have not checked the details.265

12. About Galois equivariance and the notation “„”. Deligne’s conjecture concerns two
quantities α, β that are naturally elements of the algebra E bQ C, where E is a number field (the
coefficient field) and β is invertible. The assertion α „E β means that there exists γ P E, considered
as an element of E bQ C through its embedding in the first factor, such that

α “ γ ¨ β.

Suppose L Ă E is naturally a subfield of C. We write

α „EbQL β

to mean the weaker condition that there exists γ P E bQ L Ă E bQ C such that

α “ γ ¨ β

(in [Har97, p. 82], this is written as α „E;L β). We consider the number field E as a subfield of266

Q̄ Ă C. We can naturally extend an element α P EbQC –
ś

EãÑC
C to a family α “ tαpσquσPGalpQ̄{Qq,267

putting αpσq “ ασ|E . If we look at relations of GalpQ̄{Qq-families, the relation “„E” means equiv-268

ariancy under the full Galois group GalpQ̄{Qq, and the weaker relation “„EbQL” means equivariancy269

only under GalpQ̄{Lq (see Def. 1.5 and Rem. 1.6 for details).270

271

We will be working over a CM field F , and our coefficient field E will always contain the Ga-272

lois closure FGal of F in Q̄, which is canonically a subfield of C. We had hoped to be able to273

state our main results on Deligne’s conjecture and factorization of periods using the notation „E ,274

but some of the intermediate results on which our theorems are based on the main theorems of275

[Gue-Lin16], are stated in the weaker form „EbQFGal .276

277

It is useful to review the rationality properties on which our main results are based, in order to278

explain why at the present stage we need to settle for the weaker relation „EbQFGal . There are two279

kinds of properties: those derived from the topological cohomology of the locally symmetric spaces280

for GLpnq, which are completely Galois-equivariant, and those based on the coherent cohomology of281

Shimura varieties, where the Galois equivariance depends on the formula for conjugation of Shimura282

varieties that was conjectured by Langlands [RLan79] and proved in general by Borovoi and Milne.283

In greater detail, four classes of results are invoked in the course of the rationality arguments:284

(i) The relation between critical values of Rankin-Selberg L-functions for GLpnq ˆ GLpn ´ 1q285

and cup products in topological cohomology, as in [Gro-Har15, Gro19], provided by the286

Jacquet-Piatetski-Shapiro-Shalika integral. The action of GalpQ̄{Qq is on the coefficients287
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and the results are therefore completely Galois equivariant. Moreover, the automorphic288

representations have models over their fields of rationality (see 2.2.2) so there is no need289

to account for a Brauer obstruction. However, the method of the papers cited leaves an290

archimedean Euler factor undetermined. This Euler factor is then identified, up to algebraic291

factors, in [Lin15] and [Gro-Lin21], using a comparison with the method of (iii) below, which292

is not completely Galois equivariant unless we obtain a complete Galois equivariant version293

of [Gue-Lin16].294

(ii) The Ichino-Ikeda-N. Harris (IINH) conjecture for definite unitary groups, as in [Har13b,295

Gro-Lin21]; see Proposition 5.8 below. This is again purely topological and GalpQ̄{Qq-296

equivariant.297

(iii) The doubling method to relate critical values of standard L-functions of unitary groups298

to cup products of holomorphic and anti-holomorphic classes in coherent cohomology of299

Shimura varieties, as in [Har97, Gue-Lin16, Har21]. We obtain relations of rationality over300

the reflex field of the Shimura variety, and since we work with all UpV q with V of dimension301

n over F , in the applications we only obtain relations over the composite of these reflex302

fields, which is the source of the relation „EbQFGal . (In addition, the automorphic represen-303

tations of unitary groups do not generally have models over their fields of rationality, which304

introduces an additional complication.)305

(iv) The IINH conjecture when the unitary groups are definite at all but one place, which allows306

us to relate central values of certain L-functions to cup products in coherent cohomology in307

arbitrary degree, and to make use of the result of [Har14]. Again, relations are only obtained308

over the reflex fields of Shimura varieties.309

Point (i) involves a number of separate steps, most of which make use of results on Eisenstein310

cohomology [Lin17b, Har-Rag20, Gro-Sac20], and in particular on Shahidi’s formula for Whittaker311

coefficients of generic Eisenstein series. Each of these steps is also GalpQ̄{Qq-equivariant.312

To replace the relations „EbQFGal in points (iii) and (iv) with the more precise relation „E , one313

needs to appeal to the results on GalpQ̄{Qq-conjugation of Shimura varieties. The period invariants314

introduced in [Har13a] behave well with respect to Galois conjugation; this should make it possible315

to prove refined versions of our main results, in the form predicted by Deligne. It seems that the316

principal difficulty remaining is to determine the behavior of the archimedean L-factors in step (iii)317

under conjugation of Shimura varieties. Even if this is resolved, however, the method of [Har13a]318

is based on purely formal considerations about conjugation of Shimura varieties, and the periods319

introduced there probably conceal some deeper arithmetic information.320

Acknowledgements. We thank Sug Woo Shin for several very useful conversations. We also thank Dipendra321

Prasad for help with the references for the proof of Prop. 5.1.322

HG thanks also the late Ferdinand Johannes Gödde : (called “Jan Loh”) for memorable discussions (“zero323

times zero”) in Bonn.324

1. Preliminaries325

1.1. Number fields and associate characters. We let Q̄ be the algebraic closure of Q in C. All326

number fields are considered as subfields of Q̄. For k a number field, we let Jk be its set of complex327

field-embeddings ı : k ãÑ C. We will write S8pkq for its set of archimedean places, Ok for its ring328

of integers, Ak for its ring of adeles, and use kGal for a fixed choice of a Galois closure of k{Q in329

Q Ă C. If π is an abstract representation of a non-archimedean group, we will write Qpπq for the330

field of rationality of π, as defined in [Wal85], I.1. In this paper, every rationality field will turn out331

to be a number field.332

333
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Throughout our paper, F will be reserved in order to denote a CM-field of dimension 2d “ dimQ F .334

The set of archimedean places of F is abbreviated S8 “ SpF q8. We will chose a section S8 Ñ JF335

and may hence identify a place v P S8 with an ordered pair of conjugate complex embeddings336

pıv, ı̄vq of F , where we will drop the subscript “v” if it is clear from the context. This order in turn337

fixes a choice of a CM-type Σ :“ tıv : v P S8u. The maximal totally real subfield of F is denoted338

F`. Its set of archimedean places will be identified with S8, identifying a place v with its first339

component embedding ıv P Σ and we let GalpF {F`q “ t1, cu.340

341

We extend the quadratic Hecke character ε “ εF {F` : pF`qˆzAˆ
F`

Ñ Cˆ, associated to F {F`342

via class field theory, to a conjugate self-dual Hecke character η : FˆzAˆF Ñ Cˆ. At v P S8,343

z P Fv – C, we have ηvpzq “ ztz̄´t, where t P 1
2 ` Z. For the scope of this paper, we may assume344

without loss of generality that t “ 1
2 , [Bel-Che09, §6.9.2]. We define ψ :“ η} ¨ }1{2, which is an345

algebraic Hecke character.346

347

If χ is a Hecke character of F , we denote by qχ its conjugate inverse pχcq´1.348

1.2. Algebraic groups and real Lie groups. We abbreviate Gn :“ GLn{F . Let pVn, x¨, ¨yq be349

an n-dimensional non-degenerate c-hermitian space over F , n ě 1, we denote the corresponding350

unitary group over F` by H :“ Hn :“ UpVnq. For each v P S8 we let prv, svq denote the signature351

of the hermitian form induced by x¨, ¨y on the complex vector space Vv :“ V bF,ıv C.352

353

Whenever one has fixed an embedding Vk Ď Vn, we may view the attached unitary group UpVkq as354

a natural F`-subgroup of UpVnq. If n “ 1, the algebraic group UpV1q is isomorphic to the kernel of355

the norm map NF {F` : RF {F`ppGmqF q Ñ pGmqF` , where RF {F` stands for the Weil-restriction of356

scalars from F {F`, and is thus independent of V1.357

358

Let σ P AutpCq and let Vn be as above. Then there is a unique c-Hermitian space σVn over359

F , whose local invariants at the non-archimedean places of F are the same as of Vn and whose sig-360

natures satisfy pσrv, σsvq “ prσ´1˝ıv , sσ´1˝ıvq at all v P S8, cf. [WLan36]. We let σH :“ UpσVnq be361

the attached unitary group over F`. By definition, σHpAf q – HpAf q and σH8 –
ś

vPS8
HpFσ´1˝vq.362

363

If G is any reductive algebraic group over a number field k, we write ZG{k for its center, G8 :“364

Rk{QpGqpRq for the real Lie group of R-points of the Weil-restriction of scalars from k{Q and de-365

note by KG,8 Ď G8 the product of pZGq8 and a fixed choice of a maximal compact subgroup of366

G8. Hence, we have KGn,8 –
ś

vPS8
KGn,v, each factor being isomorphic to KGn,v – R`Upnq;367

KH,8 –
ś

vPS8
KH,v, with KH,v – Uprvq ˆ Upsvq; and KσH,8 –

ś

vPS8
KH,σ´1˝v. Here, for any368

m, we denote by Upmq the compact real unitary group of rank m.369

370

Lower case gothic letters denote the Lie algebra of the corresponding real Lie group (e.g., gn,v “371

LiepGnpFvqq, kH,v “ LiepKH,vq, hv “ LiepHpF`v qq, etc. ...).372

1.3. Highest weight modules and cohomological automorphic representations.373

1.3.1. Finite-dimensional representations. We let Eµ be an irreducible finite-dimensional representa-374

tion of the real Lie group Gn,8 on a complex vector-space, given by its highest weight µ “ pµvqvPS8 .375

Throughout this paper such a representation will be assumed to be algebraic: In terms of the376

standard choice of a maximal torus and a basis of its complexified Lie algebra, consisting of the377
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functionals which extract the diagonal entries, this means that the highest weight of Eµ has in-378

teger coordinates, µv “ pµıv , µı̄vq P Zn ˆ Zn for all v P S8. We say that Eµ is m-regular, if379

µıv ,i ´ µıv ,i`1 ě m and µı̄v ,i ´ µı̄v ,i`1 ě m for all v P S8 and 1 ď i ď n´ 1. Hence, µ is regular in380

the usual sense (i.e., inside the open positive Weyl chamber) if and only if it is 1-regular.381

382

Similarly, given a unitary group H “ UpVnq we let Fλ be an irreducible finite-dimensional represen-383

tation of the real Lie group H8 on a complex vector-space, given by its highest weight λ “ pλvqvPS8 ,384

λv P Zn. Any such λ may also be interpreted as the highest weight of an irreducible representation385

of KH,8. In general, we will denote by Λ “ pΛvqvPS8 a highest weight for KH,8 and we will write386

WΛ for the corresponding irreducible representation.387

1.3.2. Cohomological representations. A representation Π8 of Gn,8 is said to be cohomological if388

there is a highest weight module Eµ as above such that H˚pgn,8,KGn,8,Π8bEµq ‰ 0. In this case,389

Eµ is uniquely determined by this property and we say Π8 is m-regular if Eµ is.390

391

Analogously, a representation π8 of H8 is said to be cohomological if there is a highest weight392

module Fλ as above such that H˚ph8,KH,8, π8 bFλq is non-zero. See [Bor-Wal00],§I, for details.393

394

It can be shown that an irreducible unitary generic representation Π8 of Gn,8 is cohomological395

with respect to Eµ if and only if at each v P S8 it is of the form396

Πv – Ind
GpCq
BpCqrz

av,1
1 z̄

´av,1
1 b ...b z

av,n
n z̄

´av,n
n s, (1.1)

where397

av,j :“ apµıv , jq :“ ´µıv ,n´j`1 `
n`1

2 ´ j (1.2)

and induction from the standard Borel subgroup B “ TN is unitary, cf. [Enr79, Thm. 6.1] (See also
[Gro-Rag14, §5.5] for a detailed exposition). The set tzav,i z̄´av,iu1ďiďn is called the infinity type of
Πv. For each v, the numbers av,i P Z` n´1

2 are all different and may be assumed to be in a strictly
decreasing order, i.e. av,1 ą av,2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą av,n.

If π8 is an irreducible tempered representation of H8, which is cohomological with respect to
Fv
λ (the presence of the contragredient will become clear in §3.3), then each of its archimedean

component-representations πv of Hv – Uprv, svq is isomorphic to one of the dv :“
`

n
rv

˘

inequiva-
lent discrete series representations denoted πλ,q, 0 ď q ă dv, having infinitesimal character χλv`ρv ,
[Vog-Zuc84]. As it is well-known, [Bor-Wal00], II Thm. 5.4, the cohomology of each πλ,q is centered
in the middle-degree

Hpphv,KH,v, πλ,q b Fv
λvq –

"

C if p “ rvsv
0 else

We thus obtain an S8-tuple of Harish-Chandra parameters pAvqvPS8 , and π8 – bvPS8πAv where398

πAv denotes the discrete series representation of Hv with parameter Av.399

1.3.3. Global base change and L-packets. Let π be a cohomological square-integrable automorphic1400

representation of HpAF`q. It was first proved by Labesse [Lab11] (see also [Har-Lab04, Kim-Kri04,401

1As usual, we will for convenience not distinguish between a square-integrable automorphic representation,
its smooth limit-Fréchet-space completion or its (non-smooth) Hilbert space completion in the L2-spectrum, cf.
[Gro-qZun21] and [Gro23] for a detailed account. Moreover, unless otherwise stated, an automorphic representation is
always assumed to be irreducible.
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Kim-Kri05, Mor10, Shi14]) that π admits a base change2 BCpπq “ Π to GnpAF q: The resulting402

representation Π is an isobaric sum Π “ Π1 ‘ ... ‘ Πk of conjugate self-dual square-integrable403

automorphic representations Πi of GnipAF q, uniquely determined by the following: for every non-404

archimedean place v of F`, which splits in F and where πv is unramified, the Satake parameter of405

Πv is obtained from that of πv by the formula for local base change, see for example [Min11].406

It is then easy to see that at such places v, the local base change Πv is tempered if and only if407

πv is. The assumption that π8 is cohomological implies moreover that Π8 is cohomological: This408

was proved in [Lab11] §5.1 for discrete series representations π8 but follows in complete generality409

recalling that Π8 has regular dominant integral infinitesimal character and hence is necessarily410

cohomological by combining [Enr79], Thm. 6.1 and [Bor-Wal00], III.3.3 It is then a consequence411

of the just mentioned [Bor-Wal00], III.3.3 and the results in [Clo90, Har-Tay01, Shi11] – here in412

particular [Car12], Thm. 1.2 – that, if all isobaric summands Πi of Π “ BCpπq are cuspidal, all of413

their local components Πi,v are tempered. Here we also used the well-known fact that as the Πi are414

unitary, Π is fully induced from its isobaric summands.415

416

We define the global L-packet
ś

pH,Πq attached to such a representation Π to be the set of417

cohomological tempered square-integrable automorphic representations π of HpAF`q such that418

BCpπq “ Π. This is consistent with the formalism in [Mok14, KMSW14], in which (as in Arthur’s419

earlier work [Art13]) the representation Π plays the role of the global Arthur-parameter for the420

square-integrable automorphic representation π of HpAF`q. We recall that temperedness together421

with square-integrability imply that π is necessarily cuspidal, [Clo93], Prop. 4.10, [Wal84], Thm.422

4.3. Moreover, for each each π P
ś

pHI ,Πq, π8 is in the discrete series, cf. [Vog-Zuc84]. See also423

[Clo91], Lem. 3.8 and Lem. 3.9.424

Remark 1.3. It should be noted that for any cohomological cuspidal automorphic representation425

π of HpAF`q, such that Π “ BCpπq is an isobaric sum Π “ Π1 ‘ ... ‘ Πk of conjugate self-dual426

cuspidal automorphic representations, πv is tempered at every place v of F`, i.e., in
ś

pH,Πq.427

Indeed, in order to see this, recall that Π serves as a generic, elliptic global Arthur-parameter φ in428

the sense of [KMSW14], §1.3.4 (Observe that as Π is cohomological, the isobaric summands must429

be all different.) Its localization φv at any place v of F` (cf. [KMSW14], Prop. 1.3.3), is bounded,430

because so is the local Langlands-parameter attached to the tempered representation Πv by the LLC,431

[Har-Tay01, Hen00]. Hence, (the unconditional item (5) of) Thm. 1.6.1 of [KMSW14] implies that432

each square-integrable automorphic representation π of HpAF`q attached to φ by [KMSW14], Thm.433

5.0.5 (see also the paragraph preceding this result in loc. cit., making this assignment unconditional)434

is tempered at all places. In particular, so is π.435

1.3.4. σ-twisted representations. Let σ P AutpCq and let Π be a cohomological cuspidal automorphic436

representation of GnpAF q. Then it is well-known that there exists a unique cohomological cuspidal437

automorphic representation σΠ of GnpAF q, with the property that pσΠqf –
σpΠf q :“ Πf bσ´1 C,438

cf. [Clo90], Thm. 3.13. Likewise, if π is a cohomological cuspidal automorphic representation of439

HpAF`q, then there is a square-integrable automorphic representation σπ of σHpAF`q, such that440

pσπqf –
σpπf q :“ πf bσ´1 C: Recalling, [Gro-Seb18], Thm. A.1 and [Mil-Suh10], Thm. 1.3, this441

can be argued as in the second paragraph of [BHR94], p. 665. In Lem. 3.10 below we will provide442

conditions under which σπ is cuspidal and unique.443

1.4. Critical automorphic L-values and relations of rationality.444

2Referring to [Shi14], the very careful reader may want to assume in addition to our standing assumptions on the
field F that F “ KF`, where K is an imaginary quadratic field. This assumption, however, will become superfluous,
once the results of [KMSW14] are completed, i.e., established also for non-generic global Arthur parameters.
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1.4.1. Critical points of Rankin–Selberg L-functions. Let Π “ Πn b Πn1 be the tensor product445

of two automorphic representations of GLnpAF q ˆ GLn1pAF q. We recall that a complex number446

s0 P
n´n1

2 `Z is called critical for Lps,ΠnˆΠn1q if both Lps,Πn,8ˆΠn1,8q and LSp1´s,Πv
n,8ˆΠv

n1,8q447

are holomorphic at s “ s0. In particular, this defines the notion of critical points for standard L-448

functions Lps,Πq and hence Hecke L-functions Lps, χq.449

450

Let now Π (resp. Π1) be a generic cohomological conjugate self-dual automorphic representation of451

GnpAF q (resp. Gn1pAF q) with infinity type tzav,i z̄´av,iu1ďiďn (resp. tzbv,j z̄´bv,ju1ďjďn1) at v P S8.452

Then, the L-function Lps,ΠˆΠ1q has critical points if and only if av,i ` bv,j ‰ 0 for all v, i and j,453

cf. §5.2 of [Lin15b]. In this case, the set of critical points of Lps,ΠˆΠ1q can be described explicitly454

as the set of numbers s0 P
n´n1

2 ` Z which satisfy455

´min |av,i ` bv,j | ă s0 ď min |av,i ` bv,j |, (1.4)

the minimum being taken over all 1 ď i ď n, 1 ď j ď n1, and v P S8. In particular, if n ı n1456

mod 2 then s0 “
1
2 is always among these numbers.457

1.4.2. Relations of rationality and Galois equivariance.458

Definition 1.5 (i). Let E,L Ă C be subfields and let x, y P E bQ C. We write

x „EbQL y,

if either y “ 0, or, if y is invertible and there is an ` P E bQ L such that x “ `y (multiplication
being in terms of Q-algebras). If the field L equals Q, it will be omitted in notation.
(ii) Let E,L Ă C be again subfields. Let x “ txpσquσPAutpCq and y “ typσquσPAutpCq be two families
of complex numbers. We write

x „E y

and say that this relation is equivariant under AutpC{Lq, if either ypσq “ 0 for all σ P AutpCq, or459

if ypσq is invertible for all σ P AutpCq and the following two conditions are verified:460

(1)
xpσq

ypσq
P σpEq for all σ.461

(2) %
ˆ

xpσq

ypσq

˙

“
xp%σq

yp%σq
for all % P AutpC{Lq and all σ P AutpCq.462

Obviously, one may replace the first condition by requiring it only for all % running through463

representatives of AutpCq{AutpC{Lq. In particular, if L “ Q, one only needs to verify it for the464

identity id P AutpCq. If E and L are furthermore number fields, one can define analogous relations465

for GalpQ̄{Qq-families by replacing AutpCq by GalpQ̄{Qq and AutpC{Lq by GalpQ̄{Lq. Note that a466

GalpQ̄{Qq-family can be lifted to an AutpCq-family via the natural projection AutpCq Ñ GalpQ̄{Qq,467

and two GalpQ̄{Qq-families are equivalent if and only if their liftings are equivalent.468

Remark 1.6 (AutpCq-families vs. C|JE |-tuples). Let x “ txpσquσPAutpCq and y “ typσquσPAutpCq be469

two AutpCq-families and assume we are given two number fields E,L Ă C. If the individual numbers470

xpσq, ypσq only depend on the restriction of σ to E, then we may identify x and y canonically with471

elements x, y P C|JE | – E bQ C. The assertion that x „E y, equivariant under AutpC{Lq implies472

that x „EbQL y.473

Conversely, any element x P EbQC – C|JE | can be extended to a AutpCq-family x “ txpσquσPAutpCq,474

putting xpσq :“ xσ|E . If we assume moreover that E contains LGal, then for x, y P E bQ C – C|JE |,475

the assertion x „EbQL y implies that x „E y, equivariant under AutpC{Lq.476
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In this paper, it will be convenient to have both points of view at hand. In fact, we prove477

assertions of the second type, which is generally a little bit stronger than the first one. But as we478

are always in the situation that E contains LGal, the two assertions are equivalent and we will jump479

between them without further mention.480

1.5. Interlude: A brief review of motives and Deligne’s conjecture.481

1.5.1. Motives, periods over Q and Deligne’s conjecture. We now quickly recall Deligne’s conjecture482

about motivic L-functions, in order to put our main results into a precisely formulated framework483

and to fix notation. We follow Deligne, [Del79], §0.12, in adopting the following (common) pragmatic484

point of view through realizations:485

Definition 1.7. A motive M over a number field k with coefficients in a number field EpMq is a
tuple

M “ pMB,ı,MdR,Mét;FB,ı, I8,ı, Iét,ıq,

where ı P Jk runs through the embeddings k ãÑ C and such that there exists an n ě 1, where486

(B) MB,ı is an n-dimensional EpMq-vector space, together with a Hodge-bigraduation

MB,ı bQ C “
à

p,q

Mp,q
B,ı

as a module over EpMq bQ C.487

(dR) MdR is a freeEpMqbQk-module of rank n, equipped with a decreasing filtration tF idRpMquiPZ488

of EpMq bQ k-submodules.489

(ét) Mét “ tM`u` is a strictly compatible system, cf. [Ser89] p. 11, of `-adic Galpk{kq-representations

ρM,` : Galpk{kq Ñ GLpM`q

on n-dimensional EpMq`-vector spaces M`, ` running through the set of finite places of490

EpMq,491

to be called “realizations of M ”, together with492

(i) an EpMq-linear isomorphism

FB,ı : MB,ı
„
ÝÑMB,ı,

which satisfies F´1
B,ı “ FB,ı and commutes with complex conjugation on the Hodge-bigraduation493

from (B), i.e., FB,ıpM
p,q
B,ıq ĎMp,q

B,ı,494

(ii) an isomorphism of EpMq bQ C-modules

I8,ı : MB,ı bQ C „
ÝÑMdR bk,ı C,

compatible with the Hodge-bigraduation from (B) and the decreasing filtration from (dR)495

above, i.e., I8,ıp
À

pěiM
p,q
B,ıq “ F idRpMq bk,ı C, and also compatible with FB,ı and complex496

conjugation, i.e., I8,ı “ I8,ı ˝ FB,ı, and497

(iii) a family Iét,ı “ tIı,`u` of isomorphisms of EpMq`-vector spaces

Iı,` : MB,ı bEpMq EpMq`
„
ÝÑM`,

` running through the set of finite places of EpMq, where, if ı P Jk is real, then Iı,` ˝ FB,ı “498

ρM,`pγıq ¨ Iı,`, where γı denotes complex conjugation of C attached to any extension to k of499

the embedding ı : k ãÑ C.500

to be called “comparison isomorphisms”. The common rank n of each realization as a free module501

is called the rank of M . If n ě 1 and if there is an integer w sucht that Mp,q
B,ı “ t0u whenever502

p` q ‰ w, then M is called pure of weight w.503
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The étale realization allows one to define the EpMqbQC-valued L-function Lps,Mq of M as the
usual Euler product over the prime ideals pCOk,

Lps,Mq :“

˜

ź

p

Lpps,Mq


¸

PJEpMq

,

where Lpps,Mq :“ detpid´Nppq´s ¨ ρM,`pFr
´1
p q|M

Ip
` q

´1, and Frp denotes the geometric Frobenius
locally at p (modulo conjugation) and Ip is the inertia subgroup in the decomposition group of
an(y) extension of p to k. Consequently, viewing Lpps,Mq as a rational function in the variable
X “ Nppq´s, the action of  P JEpMq on Lpps,Mq is defined by application to its coefficients: Here,
we have to adopt the usual hypothesis, cf. [Del79], §1.2.1 & §2.2, that at the finitely many ideals p,
where ρM,` ramifies, the coefficients of Lpps,Mq, viewed as a rational function in this way, belong
to EpMq and that they are independent of ` not dividing Nppq, in order to obtain a well-defined
element of EpMqbQC –

ś

C (i.e., to make sense of the action of ). It is well-known that Lps,Mq
is absolutely convergent for Repsq " 0 and it is tacitly assumed that Lps,Mq admits a meromorphic
continuation to all s P C as well as the usual functional equation with respect to the dual motive
M v (whose system of `-adic representations is contragredient to that of M), cf. [Del79], §2.2. An
integer m is then called critical for Lps,Mq, if the archimedean L-functions on both sides of the
functional equation are holomorphic at s “ m. We refer to [Del79], §5.2 for the construction of the
archimedean L-functions attached to M and its dual.

Let now be M a pure motive of weight w. By considering the motive Rk{QpMq, which is obtained
from M by applying restriction of scalars (i.e., whose system of `-adic representations is obtained
by inducing the one attached to M from Galpk{kq to GalpQ{Qq) we may always reduce ourselves
to the case, where M is defined over Q, which is the framework in which Deligne’s conjecture is
stated. As we are then left with only one embedding ı “ id, we will drag it along in order to lighten
the burden of notation.

So, let F8 “ FB,id : MB
„
ÝÑMB be the only infinite Frobenius. If w “ 2p is even, we suppose that

F8 acts by multiplication by ˘1 on Mp,p
B . We then denote by n˘ “ n˘pMq the dimension of the

`1- (resp. ´1-eigenspace) M˘
B of MB of the involution F8. Let F˘dR be EpMq-subspaces of MdR,

given by the filtration tF idRpMquiPZ, such that the rank of M˘
dR :“ pMdR{F

¯
dRq equals n

˘ and such
that I8 induces isomorphisms of EpMq bQ C-modules

I˘8 : M˘
B bQ C „

ÝÑM˘
dR bQ C.

Following Delgine, we define two periods

c˘pMq :“ pdetpI˘8qqPJEpMq P pEpMq bQ Cqˆ,

and
δpMq :“ pdetpI8qqPJEpMq P pEpMq bQ Cqˆ.

Here, each determinant is computed with respect to a fixed choice of EpMq-rational bases of source504

and target spaces. Up to multiplication by an invertible element in the Q-algebra EpMq, both505

periods hence depend only on M .506

Conjecture 1.8 (Deligne, [Del79], Conj. 2.8). Let M be a pure motive of weight w over Q and let
m be a critical point for Lps,Mq. Then

LSpm,Mq „EpMq p2πiq
np´1qm ¨m cp´1qmpMq
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1.5.2. Factorizing periods. Switching back to our general number field k, we choose and fix a section
S8pkq Ñ Jk and let Σk be its image in Jk. If w “ 2p is even, we assume, similar to the case k “ Q,
that Rk{Qp

À

ıPΣk
FB,ıq acts by a scalar on Rk{QpMq

p,p
B . For ı P Σk complex, this implies that

Mp,p
B,ı “ t0u. Next, one may analogously define ˘1–eigenspaces of FB,ı, which now obviously have to

depend of the nature of the embedding ı P Jk: If ı is real, then our definition ofM˘
B,ı is verbatim the

one of the case k “ Q from above, whereas if ı is complex, then we obtain eigenspaces pMB,ı‘MB,ıq
˘

of the direct sum MB,ı ‘MB,ı. We also may analogously define spaces F˘dR attached to the Hodge-
filtration tF idRpMquiPZ, cf. [Yos94], pp. 149–150, and we set M˘

dR :“ pMdR{F
¯
dRq. For ı P Σk, the

maps I8,ı induce canonical isomorphisms of EpMq bQ C-modules

I˘8,ı : M˘
B,ı bQ C „

ÝÑM˘
dR bk,ı C,

if ı is real and
I˘8,ı : pMB,ı ‘MB,ıq

˘ bQ C „
ÝÑ pM˘

dR bk,ı Cq ‘ pM
˘
dR bk,ı Cq

if ı is complex. We define

c˘pM, ıq :“ pdetpI˘8,ıqqPJEpMq P pEpMq bQ Cqˆ

and
δpM, ıq :“ pdetpI8,ıqqPJEpMq P pEpMq bQ Cqˆ.

Up to multiplication by an invertible element in EpMq bQ ıpkq, they only depend on M . Finally,
let n˘ be the rank of the free EpMq bQ k-module M˘

dR, if k has a real place (respectively, if k is
totally imaginary, let 2n˘ be the rank of the free EpMq bQ k-module M˘

dR ‘M˘
dR, where M

˘
dR is

the EpMqbQ k-module M˘
dR, but with complex conjugated scalar-mulitplication by k: x‹v :“ x ¨v,

x P k, v P M˘
dR.) Then, the two perspectives of Deligne’s periods are linked by the following

relations as elements of Q-algebras:

c˘pRk{QpMqq „EpMqK D
n˘{2
k

ź

ıPΣk

c˘pM, ıq

δpRk{QpMqq „EpMqK D
n{2
k

ź

ıPJk

δpM, ıq,

where K (resp. Dk) denotes the normal closure (resp. discriminant) of k{Q, the latter identified
with 1bDk in EpMq bQ C, cf. [Yos94], Prop. 2.2. We also refer to Prop. 2.11 of [Har-Lin17] for a
finer decomposition over EpMq.

Finally, we also recall the notion of regularity: To this end, we assume that we are given a motive
M with coefficients in EpMq. Since EpMqbQC – C|JEpMq| , for each ı P Jk, there is a decomposition
of C-vector spaces

Mp,q
B,ı “

à

PJEpMq

Mp,q
B,ıpq.

We say that M is regular, if dimMp,q
B,ıpq ď 1 for all p, q P Z, ı P Jk and  P JEpMq. For a fixed pair507

pı, q as above, the set of pairs pp, qq, such that Mp,q
B,ıpq ‰ 0 is then called the Hodge-type of M at508

pı, q and pp, qq a Hodge weight. The Hodge-type is particularly useful, to give an explicit description509

of the critical points of Lps,Mq. Indeed, if M is regular and pure of even weight w, assume that510

pw2 ,
w
2 q is not a Hodge weight at any pair of embeddings. Then an integer m is critical for Lps,Mq511

if and only if512

´min
pp,qq

t|p´ w
2 |u `

w
2 ă m ď min

pp,qq
t|p´ w

2 |u `
w
2 (1.9)
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where pp, qq runs over the Hodge weights for all pair pı, q.513

1.6. Motivic split indices. Let M and M 1 be regular pure motives over F with coefficients in a514

number field EpMq “ EpM 1q of weight w and w1, respectively. We write n for the rank of M and515

n1 for the rank of M 1. We write the Hodge-type of M (resp. M 1) at pı, q as ppi, w ´ piq1ďiďn, with516

p1 ą ... ą pn (resp. pqj , w1 ´ qjq1ďjďn1 , with q1 ą ... ą qn1). Consider the tensor product M bM 1517

(over F ), whose system of `-adic representations is simply the system of tensor products M` bM
1
`.518

We assume that pM bM 1q
p,q
B,ı vanishes at p “ q “ w`w1

2 , i.e., that pw`w
1

2 , w`w
1

2 q is not a Hodge519

weight, i.e., pi ` qj ‰ w`w1

2 for all i, j. We put p0 :“ `8 and pn`1 :“ ´8, and define:520

sppi,M ;M 1, ı, q :“ #t1 ď j ď n1 | pi ´
w`w1

2 ą ´qj ą pi`1 ´
w`w1

2 u.

We call sppi,M ;M 1, ı, q a (motivic) split index, reflecting the fact that the sequence of inequalities521

´qn1 ą ... ą ´q1 splits into exactly n ` 1 parts, when merged with p1 ´
w`w1

2 ą ... ą pn ´
w`w1

2 ,522

where the length of the i-th part in this splitting is sppi,M ;M 1, ı, q. This gives rise to the following523

Definition 1.10. For 0 ď i ď n and ı P Σ, we define the (motivic) split indices (cf. [Har-Lin17],
Def. 3.2)

sppi,M ;M 1, ıq :“ psppi,M ;M 1, ı, qqPJEpMq P N
JEpMq ,

and, mutatis mutandis,

sppj,M 1;M, ıq :“ psppj,M 1;M, ı, qqPJEpM 1q P N
JEpM 1q ,

1.7. Motivic periods. Let M be a regular pure motive over F of rank n and weight w with524

coefficients in a number field E Ą FGal. For 1 ď i ď n and ı P Σ, we have defined motivic periods525

QipM, ıq in [Har13b] (see [Har-Lin17], Def. 3.1 for details). They are elements in E bQ C, well-526

defined up to multiplication by elements in EbQ ıpF q. IfM is moreover polarised, i.e., ifM v –M c,527

the period QipM, ıq is equivalent to the inner product of a vector in MB,ı, the Betti realisation of528

M at ı, whose image via the comparison isomorphism is inside i-th bottom degree of the Hodge529

filtration for M . We have furthermore defined530

QpiqpM, ıq :“ Q0pM, ıqQ1pM, ıq ¨ ¨ ¨QipM, ıq, (1.11)

where Q0pM, ıq :“ δpM, ıqp2πiqnpn´1q{2. Then, Deligne’s periods can be interpreted interpreted in531

terms of the above motivic periods:532

Proposition 1.12. (cf. [Har-Lin17], Prop. 2.11 and 3.13) Let M be a regular pure motive over F533

of rank n and weight w with coefficients in a number field E Ą FGal and let M 1 be a regular pure534

motive over F of rank n1 and weight w1 with coefficients in a number field E1 Ą FGal. We assume535

that pw`w
1

2 , w`w
1

2 q is not a Hodge weight for the motive M bM 1 with coefficients in EE1. Then, the536

Deligne periods satisfy537

c˘pRF {QpM bM 1qq (1.13)

„EE1bQFGal p2πiq
´
nn1dpn`n1´2q

2
ś

ıPΣ

r
n
ś

j“0
QpjqpM, ıqsppj,M ;M 1,ıq

n1
ś

k“0

QpkqpM 1, ıqsppk,M
1;M,ıqs.

2. Translating Deligne’s conjecture into an automorphic context538

2.1. CM-periods and special values of Hecke characters.539
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2.1.1. Special Simura data and CM-periods. Let pT, hq be a Shimura datum where T is a torus de-540

fined over Q and h : RC{RpGm,Cq Ñ TR a homomorphism satisfying the axioms defining a Shimura541

variety, cf. [Mil90], II. Such pair is called a special Shimura datum. Let ShpT, hq be the associated542

Shimura variety and let EpT, hq be its reflex field.543

544

For χ an algebraic Hecke character of T pAQq, we let ET pχq be the number field generated by545

the values of χf , EpT, hq and FGal, i.e., the composition of the rationality field Qpχf q of χf , and546

EpT, hqFGal. If it is clear from the context, we will also omit the subscript “T ”. We may define a547

non-zero complex number ppχ, pT, hqq, called CM-period, as in Sect. 1 of [Har93] and the appendix548

of [Har-Kud91], to which we refer for details: It is defined as the ratio between a certain deRham-549

rational vector and a certain Betti-rational vector inside the cohomology of the Shimura variety550

with coefficients in a local system. As such, it is well-defined modulo ET pχqˆ. Recall the σ-twisted551

Shimura datum, pσT, σhq, σ P AutpCq, cf. [Mil90], II.4, [RLan79]. By taking AutpCq-conjugates of552

the aforementioned rational vectors, we can define the family tppσχ, pσT, σhqquσPAutpCq, such that if553

σ fixes ET pχq then ppσχ, pσT, σhqq “ ppχ, pT, hqq, i.e., in view of Rem. 1.6, tppσχ, pσT, σhqquσPAutpCq554

defines an element in C|JET pχq| – ET pχqbQC. The following proposition holds AutpCq-equivariantly555

as interpreted for the family tppσχ, pσT, σhqquσPAutpCq:556

557

Proposition 2.1. Let T and T 1 be two tori defined over Q both endowed with a special Shimura558

datum pT, hq and pT 1, h1q and let u : pT 1, h1q Ñ pT, hq be a homomorphism between them. Let χ be559

an algebraic Hecke character of T pAQq and put χ1 :“ χ ˝ u, which is an algebraic Hecke character560

of T 1pAQq. Then we have:561

ppχ, pT, hqq „ET pχq ppχ
1, pT 1, h1qq.

Interpreted as families, this relation is equivariant under the action of AutpCq.562

Proof. This is due to the fact that both the Betti-structure and the deRham-structure commute with563

the pullback map on cohomology. We refer to [Har93], in particular relation p1.4.1q for details. �564

If Ψ a set of embeddings of F into C such that Ψ X Ψc “ H, one can define a special Shimura565

datum pTF , hΨq where TF :“ RF {QpGmq and hΨ : RC{RpGm,Cq Ñ TF,R is a homomorphism such566

that over ı P JF , the Hodge structure induced by hΨ is of type p´1, 0q if ı P Ψ, of type p0,´1q if567

ı P Ψc, and of type p0, 0q otherwise. In this case, for χ an algebraic Hecke character of F , we write568

ppχ,Ψq for ppχ, pTF , hΨqq and abbreviate ppχ, ıq :“ ppχ, tıuq. We also define the (finite) compositum569

of number fields EF pχq :“
ś

ΨETF pχq.570

Lemma 2.2. Let ı P Σ and let Ψ and Ψ1 be disjoint sets of embeddings of F into C such that571

ΨXΨc “ H “ Ψ1XΨ1c. Let χ and χ1 be algebraic Hecke characters of GL1pAF q, whose archimedean572

component is not a power of the norm } ¨ }8, and recall the algebraic Hecke character ψ from Sect.573

1.1. Then,574

(a) ppχ,Ψ\Ψ1q „EF pχq ppχ,Ψq ppχ,Ψ
1q575

(b) ppχχ1,Ψq „EF pχqEF pχ1q ppχ,Ψq ppχ
1,Ψq576

(c) If χ is conjugate selfdual, then ppqχ, ı̄q „EF pχq ppqχ, ıq
´1.577

(d) pp qψ, ı̄q „EF pψq p2πiqppψ, ıq
´1.578

Interpreted as families, these relations are equivariant under the action of AutpCq.579

Proof. The first two assertions are proved in [Gro-Lin21], Prop. 4.4. For (c), observe that by Lem.
1.6 of [Har97], we have ppqχ, ı̄q „EF pχq ppqχ

c, ıq. Then Prop. 1.4 of [Har97] and the fact that χχc is
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trivial imply
ppqχc, ıqppqχ, ıq „EF pχq pp

}χχc, ıq „EF pχq 1.

Similarly, for the last assertion, we have pp qψ, ı̄q „EF pψq pp qψ
c, ıq „EF pψq pp

qψ´1} ¨ }´1, ıq „EF pψq580

p2πiqppψ, ıq´1 where the last step is due to the fact that pp} ¨ }, ıq „Q p2πiq´1 (cf. 1.10.9 of581

[Har97]). �582

2.1.2. Relation to critical Hecke L-values. It is proved by Blasius that the CM-periods are related583

to Hecke L-values (cf. [Bla86], Thm. 7.4.1 and Thm. 9.2.1). We state Blasius’s result in the form of584

Prop. 1.8.1 of [Har93], resp. [Har-Kud91], Prop. A.10 (see also erratum on page 82 of [Har97] and585

§3.6 therein):586

Theorem 2.3. Let χ be an algebraic Hecke character of F with infinity type zav z̄bv at v P S8, such
that av ‰ bv for all v. We define Ψχ :“ tıv | av ă bvu Y tı̄v | av ą bvu. Then, if m is critical for
Lps, χq, we have for any finite set of places S, containing S8,

LSpm,χq „EF pχq p2πiq
dmppqχ,Ψχq.

Interpreted as families, this relation is equivariant under the action of AutpC{FGalq.587

2.2. Arithmetic automorphic periods.588

2.2.1. A theorem of factorization. In this paper we focus on cohomological conjugate self-dual,589

cuspidal automorphic representations Π of GLnpAF q, which satisfy the following assumption:590

Hypothesis 2.4. For each I “ pIıqıPΣ P t0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu|Σ| there is a unitary group HI over F` as in591

§1.2 of signature pn´ Iı, Iıq at v “ pı, ı̄q P S8 such that the global L-packet
ś

pHI ,Πq is non-empty.592

Moreover, if π P
ś

pHI ,Πq, then the packet also contains all the representations τ8bπf , τ8 running593

through the discrete series representation of HI,8 of the same infinitesimal character of π8.594

Remark 2.5. This hypothesis is always satisfied, if n is odd. For n even it is also known to hold, if595

Π8 is cohomological with respect to a regular representation and Πv is square-integrable at a non-596

archimedean place v of F`, which is split in F . Moreover, it is well-known that a cohomological597

conjugate self-dual, cuspidal automorphic representation of GLnpAF q always descends to a cohomo-598

logical cuspidal automorphic representation of the quasi-split unitary group U˚n of rank n over F`,599

cf. [Har-Lab04] and [Mok14], Cor. 2.5.9 (and the argument in [Gro-Har-Lap16], §6.1). In contrast600

to this positive result, there are also cohomological conjugate self-dual, cuspidal automorphic rep-601

resentations Π of GLnpAF q, which do not satisfy Hyp. 2.4: As the simplest counterexample, take602

an everywhere unramified Hilbert modular cusp form for a real quadratic field F` not of CM-type.603

The quadratic base change of the corresponding automorphic representation to a CM-quadratic604

extension F does not descend to a unitary group of signature p1, 1q at one archimedean place and605

p2, 0q at the other.606

If Π satisfies Hyp. 2.4, a family of arithmetic automorphic periods tP pσIqpσΠquσPAutpCq can then be607

defined as the Petersson inner products of an AutpCq-equivariant family of arithmetic holomorphic608

automorphic forms as in (2.8.1) of [Har97], or Definition 4.6.1 of [Lin15b]. The following result is609

proved in [Lin17b], Thm. 3.3.610

Theorem 2.6 (Local arithmetic automorphic periods). Let Π be a cohomological conjugate self-611

dual cuspidal automorphic representation of GLnpAF q, which satisfies Hyp. 2.4. We assume that612

either Π is 5-regular, or Π is regular and Conj. 2.10 below is true. Then there exists a number613

field EpΠq Ě QpΠf qF
Gal (see §2.2.2 below) and families of local arithmetic automorphic periods614
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tP piqpσΠ, ıquσPAutpCq, for 0 ď i ď n and ı P Σ, which are unique up to multiplication by elements in615

EpΠqˆ such that616

P p0qpΠ, ıq „EpΠq ppqξΠ, ı̄q and P pnqpΠ, ıq „EpΠq ppqξΠ, ıq, (2.7)

where ξΠ denotes the central character of Π, and satisfy the relation617

P pIqpΠq „EpΠq
ź

ıPΣ

P pIıqpΠ, ıq. (2.8)

In particular, we have618

P p0qpΠ, ıqP pnqpΠ, ıq „EpΠq 1. (2.9)

Interpreted as families, all relations are equivariant under the action of AutpC{FGalq.619

In the statement of Thm. 2.6, if Π is not 5-regular, we made use of the following620

Conjecture 2.10. Let S be a finite set of non-archimedean places of F` and for each v P S let621

αv : GL1pOF`,vq Ñ Cˆ be a given continuous character. Let α8 be a conjugate self-dual algebraic622

character of GL1pF bQ Rq. Let Π be a cohomological conjugate self-dual cuspidal automorphic623

representation of GLnpAF q, which satisfies Hyp. 2.4. Then there exists a Hecke character χ of624

GL1pAF q, such that χ8 “ α8, χ|GL1pOF`,vq
“ αv, v P S, and625

LSp1
2 ,Πb χq ‰ 0. (2.11)

2.2.2. The field EpΠq. Let π P
ś

pHI ,Πq. It is easy to see that the field of rationality Qpπf q of626

πf , which, as we recall, is defined as the fixed field in C of the subgroup of σ P AutpCq such that627
σπf – πf , coincides with QpΠf q if the local L-packets that base change to Π are singletons, and628

are simple finite extensions of QpΠf q otherwise, see Prop. 3.9. However, because of the presence629

of non-trivial Brauer obstructions it is not always possible to realize πf over Qpπf q. By field of630

definition we mean a field over which πf has a model. The field EpΠq in the statement of Thm. 2.6631

may be taken to be the compositum of FGal with fields of definition of the descents π P
ś

pHI ,Πq,632

I “ pIıqıPΣ P t0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu
|Σ|, as in Hyp. 2.4, cf. [Lin17b], Thm. 2.2.: It follows from [Gro-Seb17],633

Thm. A.2.4, that these (finitely many) fields of definition exist and are number fields. In fact, they634

can be taken to be finite abelian extension of the respective Qpπf q From now on, EpΠq will stand635

for (any fixed choice of) such a field.636

2.3. Automorphic split indices. Let n and n1 be two integers. Let Π (resp. Π1) be a coho-637

mological conjugate self-dual cuspidal automorphic representation of GnpAF q (resp. Gn1pAF q) with638

infinity type tzav,i z̄´av,iu1ďiďn (resp. tzbv,j z̄´bv,ju1ďjďn1) at v P S8.639

Definition 2.12. For 0 ď i ď n and ıv P Σ, we define the automorphic split indices, cf. [Lin15b,
Har-Lin17],

sppi,Π; Π1, ıvq :“ #t1 ď j ď n1 | ´av,n`1´i ą bv,j ą ´av,n´iu

and
sppi,Π; Π1, ı̄vq :“ #t1 ď j ď n1 | av,i ą ´bv,j ą av,i`1u.

Here we put formally av,0 “ `8 and av,n`1 “ ´8. It is easy to see that640

sppi,Πc; Π1c, ıvq “ sppi,Π; Π1, ı̄vq “ sppn´ i,Π; Π1, ıvq. (2.13)

Similarly, for 0 ď j ď n1, we define sppj,Π1; Π, ıvq :“ #t1 ď i ď n | ´bv,n1`1´j ą av,i ą ´bv,n1´ju641

and sppj,Π1; Π, ı̄vq :“ #t1 ď i ď n | bv,j ą ´av,i ą bv,j`1u.642
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2.4. Translating Deligne’s conjecture for Rankin–Selberg L-functions. We resume the no-643

tation and assumptions from the previous section and we suppose moreover that av,i ` bv,j ‰ 0 for644

any v P S8, 1 ď i ď n and 1 ď j ď n1.645

646

Conjecturally, there are motivesM “MpΠq (resp. M 1 “MpΠ1q) over F with coefficients in a finite647

extension E of QpΠf q (resp. E1 of QpΠ1f q), satisfying Lps,RF {QpMbM 1qq “ Lps´ n`n1´2
2 ,ΠfˆΠ1f q,648

which is a variant of [Clo90], Conj. 4.5. To make sense of this statement, the right hand side of649

the equation must first be interpreted as a function with values in EE1 bQ C – C|JEE1 |: Arguing650

as in [Gro-Har-Lap16], §4.3, or in [Clo90], Lem. 4.6, one shows that at v R S8, the local L-factor651

Lps ´ n`n1´2
2 ,Πv ˆ Π1vq “ Pvpq

´sq´1 for a polynomial PvpXq P EE1rXs, satisfying P p0q “ 1, and652

one deduces that Lps ´ n`n1´2
2 , σΠv ˆ

σΠ1vq “
σPvpq

´sq´1, where σ acts on Pv by application to653

its coefficients in EE1. In particular, for any finite set S of places of F containing S8, the family654

t
ś

vRS Lps´
n`n1´2

2 , σΠvˆ
σΠ1vquσPAutpCq only depends on the restriction of the individual σ to EE1,655

whence we may apply Rem. 1.6, in order to view it as an element of C|JEE1 | – EE1 bQ C. It is this656

way, in which we will interpret LSps´ n`n1´2
2 ,ΠˆΠ1q as a |JEE1 |-tuple.657

658

In §3.3, we shall indeed construct such motives M “ MpΠq and M 1 “ MpΠ1q attached to a659

large family of representations Π and Π1 (and hence verify Clozel’s conjecture, [Clo90], Conj. 4.5,660

for these representations). It will turn out that M (resp. M 1) is regular, pure of rank n (resp. n1)661

and weight w “ n´ 1 (resp. w1 “ n1 ´ 1) whose field of coefficients may be chosen to be a suitable662

finite extension E of EpΠq, resp. E1 of EpΠ1q. Moreover, the above condition on the infinity type is663

equivalent to the condition that the pw`w
1

2 , w`w
1

2 q Hodge component of M bM 1 is trivial. We can664

hence apply Prop. 1.12 and obtain a relation between Deligne’s periods c˘pRF {QpM bM 1qq and our665

motivic periods QpiqpM, ıq and QpjqpM 1, ıq.666

667

It is predicted by the Tate conjecture (see Conj. 2.8.3 and Cor. 2.8.5 of [Har97] and Sect. 4.4668

of [Har-Lin17]), that one has the fundamental Tate-relation:669

P piqpΠ, ıq „E Q
piqpMpΠq, ıq. (2.14)

Again, as for the comparison of motivic and automorphic L-functions above, the left hand side of670

this relation should be read as an element of E bQ C as explained in Rem. 1.6. Let us assume for671

a moment that (2.14) is valid (and that its left hand side is defined).672

673

One easily checks that our so constructed motiveM (resp. M 1) has Hodge type p´an´i`w{2, an´i`674

w{2q1ďiďn (resp. p´bn1´j `w1{2, bn1´j `w1{2q1ďjďn1) at ı. We now see immediately from Def. 1.10675

and Def. 2.12 that sppi,Π; Π1, ıq “ sppi,M ;M 1, ıq. Whence, recalling that for any critical point676

s0 P
n`n1

2 `Z of Lps,ΠˆΠ1q, and any v R S8, Lps0,Πv ˆΠ1vq is the inverse of a polynomial expres-677

sion Pvpq´sq P EE1rq´ss of an integral power s0´
n`n1

2 of q, and hence in EE1, and recollecting all of678

our previous observations, we finally deduce that Deligne’s conjecture, Conj. 1.8, for RF {QpMbM 1q679

may be rewritten in purely automorphic terms as follows:680

Conjecture 2.15. Let Π (resp. Π1) be a cohomological conjugate self-dual cuspidal automorphic681

representation of GnpAF q (resp. Gn1pAF q), which satisfies Hyp. 2.4. Let s0 P Z` n`n1

2 be a critical682

point of Lps,Π ˆ Π1q, and let S be a fixed finite set of places of F , containing S8. Then, the683
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arithmetic automorphic periods P pIqpΠq and P pIqpΠ1q admit a factorization as in (2.8) and684

LSps0,ΠbΠ1q „EpΠqEpΠ1q p2πiq
nn1s0

ź

ıPΣ

r
ź

0ďiďn

P piqpΠ, ıqsppi,Π;Π1,ıq
ź

0ďjďn1

P pjqpΠ1, ıqsppj,Π
1;Π,ıqs.

(2.16)
Interpreted as families, this relation is equivariant under action of AutpC{FGalq.685

2.5. About the main goals of this paper and a remark on the strategy of proof. In this
paper we will establish Conj. 1.8 for the tensor products of motives MpΠq bMpΠ1q attached via
Thm. 3.16 to a large family of cohomological conjugate self-dual cuspidal automorphic representa-
tions Π and Π1 of GnpAF q, resp. Gn1pAF q. To this end we will first prove Conj. 2.15 for those Π
and Π1. In view of Prop. 1.12 this result will reduce a complete proof of Deligne’s original conjec-
ture, Conj. 1.8, for the motives attached to such Π and Π1 (and with coefficients in a number field
containing FGal) to a proof of the Tate relation (2.14).

In fact, as our second main result, we will prove (2.14) by showing a refined decomposition of
the local arithmetic automorphic periods P piqpΠ, ıq, which mirrors (1.11): Recall that the motivic
periods on the right-hand-side of the Tate relation were defined as a product

QpiqpMpΠq, ıq “ Q0pMpΠq, ıqQ1pMpΠq, ıq ¨ ¨ ¨QipMpΠq, ıq.

As our second main result we will define factors PipΠ, ıq in §6.1, which are attached to a certain686

(canonical) descent πpiq of Π to a (non-canonical) unitary group and show that, up to a scalar687

contained in an extension E Ą FGal explicitly attached to Π and the πpiq’s, we have688

P piqpΠ, ıq „E P0pΠ, ıqP1pΠ, ıq ¨ ¨ ¨PipΠ, ıq. (2.17)

The Pi is essentially (but not quite) the automorphic Q-period of πpiq introduced in §4.3, and the689

Tate relation then comes down to a rather simple comparison, established in and recorded as Thm.690

6.3.691

692

It is important to notice that, when n and n1 are of the same parity, Conj. 2.15 is in fact known693

at the “near central” critical point s0 “ 1 by third named author’s thesis, see Thm. 9.1.1.(2).(i) of694

[Lin15b] or [Lin22] (we also refer to 5.4.1 for a sketch of argument):695

Theorem 2.18. Let Π (resp. Π1) be a cohomological conjugate self-dual cuspidal automorphic696

representation of GnpAF q (resp. Gn1pAF q), which satisfies Hyp. 2.4. If n and n1 have the same697

parity and if s0 “ 1, Conj. 2.15 is true, provided that (i) the isobaric sum pΠηnq ‘ pΠ1cηnq is 2-698

regular and that (ii) either Π and Π1 are both 5-regular or Π and Π1 are both regular and satisfy699

Conj. 2.10.700

Obviously, in view of Thm. 2.18, a major obstacle that remains to be overcome in this regard, is701

(i) to extend Thm. 2.18 to all critical values s0 and (ii) to treat the case of n and n1 with different702

parity. We will solve this problem in §5, see in particular Thm. 5.21 and – as a final summary –703

Thm. 5.53.704

3. Shimura varieties, coherent cohomology and a motive705

3.1. Shimura varieties for unitary groups. Let V “ Vn and H “ UpV q be as defined in §1.2.706

Let S “ RC{RGm,C, so that SpRq “ Cˆ, canonically. In this paper we will use period invariants,707

attached to a Shimura datum pH,YV q, as in [Har21, §2.2]. Explicitly, the base point yV P YV is708

given by709
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yV,vpzq “

ˆ

pz{z̄qIrv 0
0 Isv

˙

(3.1)

The following lemma is then obvious: We record it here in order to define parameters for automorphic710

vector bundles in the next sections.711

Lemma 3.2. Let y P YV . Its stabilizer Ky “: KH,8 in H8 is isomorphic to
ś

vPS8
Uprvq ˆUpsvq.712

Unlike the Shimura varieties attached to unitary similitude groups, the Shimura variety ShpH,YV q713

attached to pUpV q, YV q parametrizes Hodge structures of weight 0 – the homomorphisms y P YV714

are trivial on the subgroup Rˆ Ă Cˆ – and are thus of abelian type but not of Hodge type. The715

reflex field EpH,YV q is the subfield of FGal determined as the stabilizer of the cocharacter κV with716

v-component κV,vpzq “
ˆ

zIrv 0
0 Isv

˙

. In particular, if there is v0 P S8 such that sv0 ą 0 but sv “ 0717

for v P S8ztv0u – the type of unitary groups that we will be mainly interested in later – then718

EpH,YV q is the subfield ıv0pF q Ă C.719

720

We will also fix the following notation: Let V 1 Ă V be a non-degenerate subspace of V of codimen-721

sion 1. We write V as the orthogonal direct sum V 1‘V 11 and consider the unitary groupsH 1 :“ UpV 1q722

and H2 :“ UpV 1q ˆ UpV 11q over F`. Obviously, there are natural inclusions H 1 Ă H2 Ă H, and a723

homomorphism of Shimura data724

pH2, YV 1 ˆ YV 11q ãÑ pH,YV q. (3.3)

It is not necessarily the case that V 11 , as introduced above, and V1 from §1.2 are isomorphic as725

hermitian spaces, but the attached unitary groups UpV 11q and UpV1q are isomorphic.726

3.2. Rational structures and (cute) coherent cohomology.727

3.2.1. A characterization of cute coherent cohomology. At each v P S8, we write as usual hv,C “
kH,v,C ‘ p´v ‘ p`v for the Harish-Chandra decomposition of the complex reductive Lie algebra hv,C,
and let

p` :“ ‘vp
`
v , p´ :“ ‘vp

´
v and q :“ kH,8,C ‘ p´

so that
h8,C “ kH,8,C ‘ p´ ‘ p` “ q‘ p`.

Here p` and p´ identify naturally with the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic tangent spaces to YV728

at the point y, chosen in order to fix our choice of Ky “ KH,8. The Lie algebra q “ qy is a complex729

parabolic subalgebra of h8,C with Levi subalgebra kH,8,C. We letW q be the set of attached Kostant730

representatives in the Weyl group of H8, cf. [Bor-Wal00], III.1.4.731

732

Let λ “ pλvqvPS8 be the highest weight of an irreducible finite-dimensional representation of H8733

as in §1.3.2. For a w P W q, we may form the highest weight Λpw, λq :“ wpλ ` ρnq ´ ρn, ρn the734

half-sum of positive absolute roots of H8, of a uniquely determined irreducible, finite-dimensional735

representation WΛpw,λq of KH,8 and we recall that its contragredient Wv
Λpw,λq – WΛpw1,λvq is again736

of the above form for a uniquely determined Kostant representative w1 PW q, cf. [Bor-Wal00], V.1.4.737

We will henceforth suppress the dependence of Λ on w and λ in notation.738

739

Recall from [Har90], §2.1, that the representation Wv
Λ defines an automorphic vector bundle rWv

Λs740

on the Shimura variety ShpH,YV q. Algebraicity of λ implies that the canonical and sub-canonical741
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extensions of the HpAF`,f q-homogeneous vector bundle rWv
Λs give rise to coherent cohomology the-742

ories which are both defined over a finite extension of the reflex field, see cf. [Har90], Prop. 2.8. We743

let EpΛq denote a number field over which there is such a rational structure. (In general, there is744

a Brauer obstruction to realizing Wv
Λ over the fixed field of its stabilizer in GalpQ̄{Qq, and we can745

take and fix EpΛq to be some finite, even abelian extension of the latter.)746

747

Following the notation of [Gue-Lin16], we denote by H˚! prWv
Λsq the interior cohomology of rWv

Λs,748

cf. [Har90] §(3.5.6). This is in contrast to [Har14, Har90], where the notation H̄ was used. Interior749

cohomology, being the image of a rational map, has a natural rational structure over EpΛq. It is750

well-known that every class in H˚! prWv
Λsq is representable by square-integrable automorphic forms751

([Har90], Thm. 5.3) and that the pq,KH,8q-cohomology of the space of cuspidal automorphic forms752

injects into H˚! prWv
Λsq ([Har90], Prop. 3.6). Let H˚cuteprWv

Λsq Ď H˚! prWv
Λsq denote the subspace of753

classes, represented by cuspidal automorphic forms, contained in cuspidal representations that are754

tempered at all places of F`, where H is unramified. Similarly, let AcutepHq be the corresponding755

space of cuspidal automorphic forms on HpAF`q, which give rise to representations which are tem-756

pered at all places of F`, where H is unramified. So, H˚pq,KH,8,AcutepHqbWv
Λqq – H˚cuteprWv

Λsq.757

Proposition 3.4. For a cuspidal automorphic representation π of HpAF`q the following assertions758

are equivalent:759

(1) π Ă AcutepHq and contributes non-trivially to H˚cuteprWv
Λsq for some Λ “ Λpwq, w PW q.760

(2) π is cohomological and its base change BCpπq is an isobaric sum Π “ Π1 ‘ ... ‘ Πr of761

conjugate self-dual cuspidal automorphic representations Πi.762

(3) π is cohomological and tempered.763

If π satisifies any of the above equivalent conditions, then π8 is in the discrete series and π occurs764

with multiplicity one in L2pHpF`qR`zHpAF`qq.765

Proof. p1q ñ p2q: Let π Ă AcutepHq denote a cuspidal automorphic representation of HpAF`q that
contributes to H˚cuteprWv

Λsq. As Λv “ Λpw1, λvq for a (unique) Kostant representative w1 P W q, it
follows from reading the proof of [Gro-Seb18], Thm. A.1 backwards, that there is an isomorphism
of vector spaces

H˚ph8,KH,8, π8 b Fv
λq – H˚pq,KH,8, π8 bWv

Λq.

Therefore, π8 is cohomological. Its base change Π “ BCpπq hence exists, cf. §1.3.3 for our conven-766

tions, and is a cohomological isobaric sum Π “ Π1 ‘ ...‘ Πr of conjugate self-dual square-integrable767

automorphic representations Πi of some GnipAF q. As π Ă AcutepHq, πv is unramified and tempered768

outside a finite set of places S of F` and hence so is Π outside a finite set of places of F : Indeed,769

if v R S is split in F , then Πv is tempered as noted in §1.3.3. If, however, v R S is not split, then770

HpF`v q – U˚n pF
`
v q is the quasisplit unitary group of rank n over F`v and so πv has a bounded local771

Arthur-parameter in the sense of [Mok14], Thm. 2.5.1. It follows that the unramfied representa-772

tion Πv – BCpπqv – BCpπvq of GnpFvq has a bounded local Langlands-parameter, whence Πv is773

tempered. Now, the argument of the proof of [Clo90], Lem. 1.5, carries over verbatim, showing774

that the automorphic representation Π must be isomorphic to an isobaric sum of unitary cuspidal775

automorphic representations. By the classification of isobaric sums, cf. [Jac-Sha81], Thm. 4.4, these776

are nothing else than the isobaric summands Πi from above.777

p2q ñ p3q: This is the contents of Rem. 1.3.778

p3q ñ p1q: We refer again to [Gro-Seb18], Thm. A.1, which shows that a cohomological tempered779

cuspidal automorphic representation has non-trivial pq,KH,8q-cohomology with respect to a suitable780

coefficient module Wv
Λ, Λ “ Λpwq, w PW q, from which the assertion is obvious.781
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In order to prove the last assertions of the proposition, recall from [Vog-Zuc84], p. 58 that a782

tempered cohomological representation of H8, must be in the discrete series. Finally, it follows783

from Rem. 1.7.2 and Thm. 5.0.5 in [KMSW14] (and the fact that the continuous L2-spectrum does784

not contain any automorphic forms) that every π, which satisfies the equivalent conditions of the785

proposition, occurs with multiplicity one in L2pHpF`qR`zHpAF`qq. �786

This result has several consequences. Firstly, we note787

Proposition 3.5. The subspace H˚cuteprWv
Λsq of H

˚
! prWv

Λsq is rational over EpΛq.788

Proof. Let H˚t prWv
Λsq Ă H˚! prWv

Λsq denote the subspace of interior cohomology, which is represented789

by forms that are tempered at all non-archimedean places, where the ambient representation is790

unramified. The condition of temperedness at such a place is equivalent to the condition that the791

eigenvalues of Frobenius all be q-numbers of the same weight, hence is equivariant under AutpCq.792

Therefore, H˚t prWv
Λsq is an EpΛq-rational subspace, and it suffices to show that it coincides with793

H˚cuteprWv
Λsq. Obviously, by the third item of Prop. 3.4, H˚cuteprWv

Λsq Ď H˚t prWv
Λsq, so we may794

complete the proof by showing that any square-integrable automorphic representation π of HpAF`q795

that contributes to H˚t prWv
Λsq contributes to H

˚
cuteprWv

Λsq. By [Clo93], Prop. 4.10, any such π must796

be cuspidal. Now, the argument of the step “p1q ñ p2q” of the proof of Prop. 3.4 transfers verbatim,797

and we obtain that any such π satisfies condition (2) of Prop. 3.4. Hence, again by Prop. 3.4,798

π Ă AcutepHq, which shows the claim. �799

Remark 3.6. As far as we know, it has not been proved in general that the cuspidal subspace800

H˚pq,KH,8,AcusppHq bWv
Λqq – H˚cuspprWv

Λsq of H
˚
! prWv

Λsq is rational over EpΛq, but it is known801

for that for sufficiently general Λ the interior cohomology is entirely cuspidal. In particular, this802

holds under the regularity assumptions of our main results.803

As another consequence of Prop. 3.4 we obtain804

Corollary 3.7. For each Wv
Λ as in Prop. 3.4, there is a single degree q “ qpΛq “

ř

vPS8
qpΛvq, the805

qpΛvq being uniquely determined, such that HqpΛq
cute prWv

Λsq ‰ 0.806

Proof. Let v P S8. By [Har13a], Thm. 2.10, there is a unique discrete series representation πΛv of807

HpFvq and a unique degree qpΛvq such that HqpΛvqpqv,KH,v, πv bWv
Λv
q ‰ 0. Moreover, the latter808

pqv,KH,vq-cohomology is one-dimensional. Hence, by Prop. 3.4, there are the following isomorphisms809

for the graded vector space810

H˚cuteprWv
Λsq –

à

πĂAcutepHq
H˚pq,KH,8, π8 bWv

Λq b πf

–
à

πĂAcutepHq
πv»πΛv

â

vPS8

HqpΛvqpqv,KH,v, πv bWv
Λvq b πf

–
à

πĂAcutepHq
πv»πΛv

πf .

(3.8)

for the unique degrees qpΛvq. So, Hq
cuteprWv

Λsq “ 0 unless q “ qpΛq “
ř

vPS8
qpΛvq, in which case811

H
qpΛq
cute prWv

Λsq is described by (3.8). �812

3.2.2. The field Epπq. Let π Ă AcutepHq be as in the statement of Prop. 3.4. Recall that the813

ph8,KH,8, HpAF`,f qq-module of smooth andKH,8-finite vectors in π may be defined over a number814

field Epπq Ě Qpπf q, cf. [Har13a] Cor. 2.13 & Prop. 3.17. (Here we use that π has multiplicity one815
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in the L2-spectrum, cf. Prop. 3.4, in order to verify the assumption of [Har13a] Prop. 3.17. See also816

the erratum to [Har13a].) We choose Epπq to contain the compositum FGalEpΛq, and refer to these817

rational structures as the deRham-rational structures on π. A function inside this deRham-rational818

structure is said to be deRham-rational. We obtain819

Lemma 3.9. QpBCpπqvf q “ QpBCpπqf q Ď Epπq.820

Proof. Strong multiplicity one implies that QpBCpπqf q “ QpBCpπqSq, where S is any finite set of821

places containing S8 and the places where BCpπq ramifies. Hence, QpBCpπqf q “ QpBCpπqSq “822

QpBCpπqS,vq Ď EpπSq, where the last inclusion is due to [Gan-Rag13], Lem. 9.2, the definition of823

base change and the definition of Epπq. Invoking strong multiplicity one once more, QpBCpπqvf q “824

QpBCpπqf q Ď Epπq. �825

Lemma 3.10. Let π Ă AcutepHq be an irreducible representation, which contributes non-trivially to826

H˚cuteprWv
Λsq. Then, for each σ P AutpC{EpΛqq, there is a unique cohomological tempered cuspidal827

automorphic representation σπ of HpAF`q, such that pσπqf – σpπf q and which contributes non-828

trivially to H˚cuteprWv
Λsq.829

Proof. Existence follows from Prop. 3.5, Prop. 3.4 and (3.8), while uniqueness follows from [Har13a],830

Thm. 2.10, in combination with multiplicity one, see again Prop. 3.4. �831

Our definition of Epπq leaves us some freedom to include in it any other appropriate choice of a832

number field. We will specify such an additional choice right before Conj. 4.15, by adding a suitable833

number field, constructed and denoted EY pηq in [Har13a], p. 2023, to Epπq. So far, any choice834

(subject to the above conditions) works.835

3.3. Construction of automorphic motives. Let Π be a cohomological, conjugate self-dual,836

cuspidal automorphic representation of GLnpAF q, which satisfies Hyp. 2.4. Choose I0 “ pIıqıPΣ P837

t0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu|Σ| so that Iv0 “ 1, for some fixed place v0, and so that Iv “ 0 for v ‰ v0. Then, the838

unitary group H “ HI0 has local archimedean signature prv0 , sv0q “ pn ´ 1, 1q, and the attached839

group H 1 from §3.1 above has signature pr1v0
, s1v0

q “ pn´2, 1q, while for v ‰ v0 in S8, the signatures840

are pn, 0q (resp. pn´ 1, 0q).841

842

By Hyp. 2.4, Πv descends to a cohomological tempered cuspidal automorphic representation π of843

HpAF`q. Morover, for any π “ π8bπf P
ś

pH,Πvq the representation τ8bπf belongs to
ś

pH,Πvq,844

whenever τ8 is a discrete series representation of H8 with the same infinitesimal character as π8.845

By Prop. 3.4, each such τ8 b πf P
ś

pH,Πvq has multiplicity one in L2pHpF`qR`zHpAF`qq. (The846

duality is not a misprint; with the usual normalization it is needed in order to obtain the Galois847

representation attached to the original Π, rather than Πv.)848

849

For a given πf that descends Πf , the set of τ8 such that τ8 b πf P
ś

pH,Πvq has cardinality850

n, cf. §1.3.1. In other words, let pH,YV q be the Shimura datum defined in §3.1 and let ShpH,YV q851

be the corresponding Shimura variety. There is a unique irreducible finite-dimensional representa-852

tion Fλ “ bvPS8Fλv of H8, as in §1.3.1, such that, for all τ8 as above,853

dimHn´1ph8,KH,8, τ8 b Fv
λq “ 1 (3.11)

Combining this with our previous observations, this implies that854

dim HomHpAF`,f qpπf , H
n´1pShpH,YV q, F̃v

λqq “ n (3.12)

where F̃v
λ is the local system on ShpH,YV q attached to the representation Fv

λ.
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The representation Fλ of HpF`q is defined over a number field Epλq, which we may assume con-
tains the reflex field EpH,YV q “ ıv0pF q of the Shimura variety. Thus, the cohomology space
Hn´1pShpH,YV q, F̃v

λq has a natural Epλq-structure, the Betti cohomological structure. Letting
Opλq denote the ring of integers of Epλq, we can find a free Opλq-submodule Mλ Ă Fλ that
generates the representation, and thus we have a local system in free Opλq-modules

M̃v
λ Ă F̃v

λ

over ShpH,YV q. For any prime number ` and any divisor l of ` in Opλq we let

F̃v
λ,l :“ M̃v

λ bOpλq Epλql – M̃v
λ,l bOpλql Epλql

denote the corresponding `-adic étale sheaf. Then we have the étale comparison map855

Hn´1pShpH,YV q, F̃v
λq bEpλq Epλql

„
ÝÑHn´1

ét pShpH,YV q, F̃v
λ,lq. (3.13)

On the other hand, for any embedding ı : Epλq ãÑ C, we have the de Rham comparison856

Hn´1pShpH,YV q, F̃v
λq bEpλq,ı C

„
ÝÑHn´1

dR pShpH,YV q, F̃v
λ,dRq bEpλq,ı C. (3.14)

Here we let F̃v
λ,dR denote the flat vector bundle over ShpH,YV q attached to the local system F̃v

λ857

by the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence; the Epλq structure on Hn´1
dR is derived from the canonical858

model of ShpH,YV q over EpH,YV q Ă Epλq, and the rational structure on the flat vector bundle859

F̃v
λ,dR.860

861

It is well-known (cf., [Har97], Prop. 2.2.7) that, for any λ, the Hodge filtration on the right hand862

side of (3.14) has an associated graded composed of n spaces of interior cohomology:863

gr‚FH
n´1
dR pShpH,YV q, F̃v

λ,dRq –

n´1
à

q“0

Hq
! prW

v
Λpqqsq, (3.15)

Here Λpqq “ Apqq ´ ρn, where Apqq is the Harish-Chandra parameter of πλ,q, cf. §1.3.2. For
q “ 0, . . . , n´ 1, we define ipqq P Z by

Hq
! prW

v
Λpqqsq “ gr

ipqq
F Hn´1

dR pShpH,YV q, F̃v
λ,dRq.

We now recall that the group HpAF`,f q acts on the spaces in (3.13), (3.14), and (3.15) compatibly
with the comparison isomorphisms. Let πf be as before. It is defined over the number field Epπq Ą
Epλq, as introduced in §3.2.2, and we define

MdRpπf q :“ HomHpAF`,f qpπf , H
n´1
dR pShpH,YV q, F̃v

λ,dRq b Epπqq.

MBpπf q :“ HomHpAF`,f qpπf , H
n´1pShpH,YV q, F̃v

λq b Epπqq,

Mlpπf q :“ HomHpAF`,f qpπf , H
n´1pShpH,YV q, F̃v

λq b Epπqlq,

Here we are abusing notation: The πf in each Hom space above is viewed as a vector space over the
appropriate coefficient field by extension of scalars, namely Epπq, in the first two, and Epπql, in the
third line. Clearly all three of the spaces M?pπf q have the same dimension over their respective co-
efficient fields. In fact, one may check (e.g., by the results recalled in part D of the proof of Prop. 5.1
below), that dimEpπqMBpπf q “ n. More precisely, the Hodge filtration on Hn´1

dR pShpH,YV q, F̃v
λ,dRq

induces a decreasing filtration F iMdRpπf q on MdRpπf q, and the isomorphism (3.15) induces an
isomorphism

gr‚FMdRpπf q “
n´1
à

q“0

gr
ipqq
F MdRpπf q –

n´1
à

q“0

HomHpAF`,f qpπf , H
q
! prW

v
Λpqqsqq,
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and each of the spacesM ipqq
dR pπf q :“ gr

ipqq
F MdRpπf q is of dimension 1 over Epπq. The following result864

now follows from our construction865

Theorem 3.16. The collection pMBpπf q,MdRpπf q, tMlpπf qulq, together with the obvious compari-866

son maps defines a regular, pure motiveMpΠq over EpH,YV q with coefficients in the finite extension867

Epπq of QpΠf q. More precisely, the data satisfy the conditions of Definition 1.7, with the exception868

of (i) (the infinite Frobenius); see 3.3.1 below.869

Moreover, if Π1 is another cohomological, conjugate self-dual, cuspidal automorphic representation
of GLn1pAF q, which satisfies Hyp. 2.4, then

Lps,MpΠq bMpΠ1qq “ Lps´ n`n1´2
2 ,Πf ˆΠ1f q,

interpreted as EpπqEpπ1q bQ C-valued functions as in §2.4.870

If we recall that EpH,YV q – F , putting n1 “ 1 in Thm. 3.16 proves [Clo90], Conj. 4.5, for the871

conjugate self-dual, cuspidal automorphic representations Π at hand.872

873

We remark, however, that the motive MpΠq depends on the choice of the place v0, as so does874

the Shimura variety ShpH,YV q. In view of §1.2 and [Mil-Suh10], Thm. 1.3, replacing v0 by a differ-875

ent choice v1 means to descend to the unitary group σH underlying the σ-twisted Shimura variety876
σShpH,YV q, where σ is any complex automorphism such that σ´1 ˝ ıv0 “ ıv1 . Hence, upon applying877

restriction of scalars, one obtains a motive REpH,YV q{QpMpΠqq over Q, which is in fact independent878

of the choice of v0.879

880

At least if F` ‰ Q, the motive MpΠq can be identified with a direct summand in the cohomology881

of a certain abelian scheme over a locally symmetric space S1pHq isomorphic over Q̄ to ShpH,YV q882

– but with algebraic structure inherited from an embedding in the PEL Shimura variety attached883

to a similitude group containing H.884

3.3.1. The automorphic version of F8. It is most convenient to take complex conjugation of dif-885

ferential forms as a surrogate for the operator FB,ı of Definition 1.7. For the reason explained in886

[Har21, Remark 3.5], this is not quite right. This is why the automorphic Q-periods of §4.3, which887

arise naturally in the calculation of L-functions, do not quite correspond to the motivic periods of888

§1.7. We return to this point in §4.3 and in §6.2.889

4. Periods for unitary groups and the Ichino-Ikeda-Neal Harris conjecture890

4.1. GGP-periods, pairings for unitary groups, and a recent theorem. Let V , V 1, V 11 , H,
H 1, H2 be as in §3.1. The usual Ichino-Ikeda-N. Harris conjecture considers the inclusion H 1 Ă H.
However, in view of (3.3) it is sometimes more convenient to consider the inclusion H2 Ă H instead,
see [Har13a] and [Har14], and we are going to use both points of view in this paper. In this section
we take the opportunity to discuss the relations of the associated periods for the two inclusions
H 1 Ă H and H2 Ă H. We warn the reader that our notation here differs slightly from [Har13a] and
[Har14].

Let π (resp. π1) be a cohomological tempered cuspidal automorphic representation of HpAF`q (resp.
H 1pAF`q). Let ξ be a Hecke character on UpV1qpAF`q (recall that UpV1q is independent of the her-
mitian structure on V1, §1.2). We write π2 :“ π1 b ξ, which is a tempered cuspidal automorphic
representation of H2pAF`q. Moreover, we fix a Haar measure dh :“

ś

v dhv on HpAF`q, normalized
as in [Har13a], §4.2, adding the (compatible) convention that voldhpUpV1qpF

`qzUpV1qpAF`qq “ 1.
This defines measures on H 1pAF`q and H2pAF`q accordingly.
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For f1, f2 P π the Petersson inner product on π is defined as usual as

xf1, f2y :“

ż

HpF`qZHpAF` qzHpAF` q
f1phqf2phq dh.

Analogously, we may define the Petersson inner product on π1 and π2. Next, for f P π, f 1 P π1 we
put

Icanpf, f 1q :“

ż

H 1pF`qzH 1pAF` q

fph1qf 1ph1q dh1.

Then it is easy to see that Ican P HomH 1pAF` qpπ b π1,Cq. With this notation the GGP-period for
the pair pπ, π1q (called the Gross-Prasad period in [Har13a]) is defined as

Ppf, f 1q :“
|Icanpf, f 1q|2

xf, fy xf 1, f 1y
.

We can similarly define a H2pAF`q-invariant linear form on π b π2, which we will also denote by
Ican, as

Icanpf, f2q :“

ż

H2pF`qzH2pAF` q

fph2qf2ph2q dh2 for f P π, f2 P π2,

leading to a definition of the GGP-period for the pair pπ, π2q as

Ppf, f2q :“
|Icanpf, f2q|2

xf, fy xf2, f2y
.

Let ξπ, resp. let ξπ1 , be the central character of π, resp. π1. We assume that891

ξ´1
π “ ξπ1ξ (4.1)

(resembling equation pΞq on page 2039 of [Har13a]). Then, without restriction of generality, we may
write a f2 P π2, as f2 “ f 1 ¨ ξ, and one verifies easily that with our normalizations

Icanpf, f2q “ Icanpf, f2|H 1pAF` qq “ Icanpf, f 1q

and
xf2, f2y “ xf2|H 1pAF` q, f

2|H 1pAF` qy “ xf
1, f 1y.

We conclude that:892

Lemma 4.2.
Ppf, f2q “ Ppf, f2|H 1pAF` qq “ Ppf, f 1q.

Moreover, one gets HomH 1pAF` qpπ b π
1,Cq – HomH2pAF` qpπ b π

2,Cq.893

We will also need a local version of the above pairings. To this end, choose f P π, f 1 P π1, and894

assume they are factorizable as f “ bfv, f
1 “ bf 1v with respect to the restricted tensor product895

factorizations896

π – b1vπv, π1 – b1vπ
1
v. (4.3)

Outside a finite set S Ą S8 of places of F`, we assume πv and π1v are unramified, and fv and f 1v
are the normalized spherical vectors, i.e., the unique spherical vector taking value 1 at the identity
element. We choose inner products x¨, ¨yπv , x¨, ¨yπ1v on each of the unitary representations πv and π1v
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such that at an unramified place v, the local normalized spherical vector in πv or π1v has norm 1.
For each place v of F`, let

cfvphvq :“ xπvphvqfv, fvyπv cf 1vph
1
vq :“ xπ1vph

1
vqf

1
v, f

1
vyπ1v , hv P Hv, h

1
v P H

1
v,

and define

Ivpfv, f
1
vq :“

ż

H 1v

cfvph
1
vqcf 1vph

1
vqdh

1
v I˚v pfv, f

1
vq :“

Ivpfv, f
1
vq

cfvp1qcf 1vp1q
.

Neal Harris proves that these integrals converge since π and π1 are locally tempered at all places.897

898

The GGP-periods and local pairings are interconnected by the Ichino-Ikeda-N.Harris conjecture,899

which is now a theorem: In order to state it, denote the base change of the cohomological tempered900

cuspidal automorphic representation πbπ1 of HpAF`qˆH 1pAF`q to GnpAF qˆGn´1pAF q by ΠbΠ1.901

We define902

LSpΠ,Π1q :“
LSp1

2 ,ΠbΠ1q

LSp1,Π,Asp´1qnqLSp1,Π1,Asp´1qn´1
q
, (4.4)

where LSp1,Π,As˘q denotes the partial Asai L-function of the appropriate sign and we let

∆H :“ LSp1, ηqζp2qLp3, ηq....Lpn, ηnq.

The Ichino-Ikeda-N.Harris conjecture for unitary groups is now the following theorem903

Theorem 4.5. Let f P π, f 1 P π1 be factorizable vectors as above. Then there is an integer β
(depending on the Arthur-Vogan-packets containing π and π1), such that

Ppf, f 1q “ 2β∆HLSpπ, π1q
ź

vPS

I˚v pfv, f
1
vq.

Remark 4.6. The conjecture has been proved in increasingly general versions in [Zha14, Xue17,904

Beu-Ple3], and finally the proof was completed in [BLZZ19, BCZ20]. For totally definite unitary905

groups it was also shown in [Gro-Lin21] up to a certain algebraic number.906

Remark 4.7. Both sides of Thm. 4.5 depend on the choice of factorizable vectors f, f 1, but the907

dependence is invariant under scaling. In particular, the statement is independent of the choice908

of factorizations (4.3), and the assertions below on the nature of the local factors I˚v pfv, f 1vq are909

meaningful.910

The algebraicity of local terms I˚v was proved in [Har13b] when v is non-archimedean. More911

precisely, we have the following:912

Lemma 4.8. Let v be a non-archimedean place of F`. Let π and π1 be cohomological tempered
cuspidal automorphic representations as above. Let E be a number field over which πv and π1v both
have rational models. Then for any E-rational vectors fv P πv, f 1v P π1v, we have

I˚v pfv, f
1
vq P E.

Proof. The algebraicity of the local zeta integrals Ivpfv, f 1vq is proved in [Har13b], Lem. 4.1.9, when913

the local inner products x¨, ¨yπv and x¨, ¨yπ1v are taken to be rational over E. Since fv and f 1v are914

E-rational vectors, this implies the assertion for the normalized integrals I˚v as well. �915

We will state an analogous result for the archimedean local factors as an expectation of ours in916

the next section.917
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4.2. Review of the results of [Har14]. Let us fix a place v0 P S8 and let H “ HI0 , where
I0 is as in §3.3. Let Fλ “ bvPS8Fλv be some irreducible finite-dimensional representation of
H8 “ HI0,8 as in §1.3.1. Using that H8 is compact at v ‰ v0 one sees as in §1.3.2 that there are
exactly n inequivalent discrete series representations of H8, denoted πλ,q, 0 ď q ď n´ 1, for which
Hpph8,KH,8, πλ,q bFv

λq ‰ 0 for some degree p (which necessarily equals p “ n´ 1). Moreover, the
representations πλ,q, 0 ď q ď n´ 1, are distinguished by the property that,

dimHqpq,KH,8, πλ,q bWv
Λpqqq “ 1

for Λpqq “ Apqq ´ ρn, where Apqq denotes the Harish-Chandra parameter of πλ,q and all other
H˚pq,KH,8, πλ,q b Wq vanish as W runs over all irreducible representations of KH,8. We can
determine Apqq explicitly: Let

Aλ “ pAλ,vqvPS8 ; Aλ,v “ pAv,1 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą Av,nq

be the infinitesimal character of Fλ, as in §4.2 of [Har14]. Then Apqq “ pApqqvqvPS8 where Apqqv “
Aλ,v for v ‰ v0 and

Apqqv0 “ pAv0,1 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą
{Av0,q`1 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą Av0,n;Av0,q`1q

(the parameter marked bypis deleted from the list). The following is obvious:918

Lemma 4.9. For 0 ď q ď n ´ 2 the parameter Apqq satisfies Hyp. 4.8 of [Har14]. For q “ 0, the919

representation πλ,q is holomorphic.920

Now suppose that the highest weight λv0 is regular. Equivalently, the Harish-Chandra parameter921

Aλ,v0 satisfies the regularity condition Av0,i´Av0,i`1 ě 2 for i “ 1, . . . , n´1. Then, for 0 ď q ď n´2922

define a Harish-Chandra parameter A1pqq “ pA1pqqvqvPS8 by the formula (4.5) of [Har14]:923

A1pqqv0 “ pAv0,1 ´
1
2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą

{Av0,q`1 ´
1
2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą Av0,n´1 ´

1
2 ;Av0,q`1 `

1
2q. (4.10)

For v ‰ v0, A1pqqv “ pAv,1 ´ 1
2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą Av,n´1 ´

1
2q.924

925

Since λv0 is regular, [Har14], Lem. 4.7, shows that A1pqq is the Harish-Chandra parameter for a926

unique discrete series representation πA1pqq of H 18. Indeed, the regularity of λv0 is the version of927

Hyp. 4.6 of [Har14], where the condition is imposed only at the place v0 where the local unitary928

group is indefinite. Observe that there is no need for a regularity condition at the definite places:929

For v ‰ v0 the parameter A1pqqv is automatically the Harish-Chandra parameter of an irreducible930

representation. We can thus adapt Thm. 4.12 of [Har14] to the notation of the present paper:931

Theorem 4.11. Suppose λv0 is regular. For 0 ď q ď n´2 let πpqq “ πpApqqq and π1pqq “ π1pA1pqqq
be a tempered cuspidal automorphic representations of HpAF`q and H 1pAF`q, respectively, with
archimedean components πApqq and πvA1pqq. Let ξ be the Hecke character pξπ ¨ ξπ1q´1 of UpV1qpAF`q
and set π2pqq “ π1pqq b ξ. Then for any deRham-rational elements f P πpqq, f2 P π2pqq

Icanpf, f2q P EpπpqqqEpπ2pqqq “ EpπpqqqEpπ1pqqq.

The statement in [Har14] has two hypotheses: the first one is the regularity of the highest weight,
while the second one (Hyp. 4.8 of [Har14]) follows as in Lem. 4.9 from the assumption that q ‰ n´1.
We remark that the assumption in loc.cit on the Gan-Gross-Prasad multiplicity one conjecture for
real unitary groups has been proved by He in [He17].

A cuspidal automorphic representation π of HpAF`q that satisfies the hypotheses of Thm. 4.11
contributes to interior cohomology of the corresponding Shimura variety ShpH,YV q with coeffi-
cients in the local system defined by the representation Wv

Λpqq. This cohomology carries a (pure)
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Hodge structure of weight n ´ 1, with Hodge types corresponding to the infinitesimal character of
Wv

Λpqq, which is given by

Apqqv “ p´Apqqv,n ą ... ą ´Apqqv,1qvPS8 .

The Hodge numbers corresponding to the place v0 are932

ppi “ ´Av0,n`1´i `
n´1

2 , qi “ n´ 1´ piq; ppci “ qi, q
c
i “ piq. (4.12)

Analogously, a cuspidal automorphic representation π1 of H 1pAF`q as in Thm. 4.11 contributes to
interior cohomology of the corresponding Shimura variety ShpH 1, YV 1q with coefficients in the local
system defined by a representation WΛ1pqq, whose parameters are obtained from those of A1pqq by
placing them in decreasing order and substracting ρn´1. In particular, it follows from (4.10) that
the infinitesimal character of WΛ1pqq at v0 is given by

pAv0,1 ´
1
2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą Av0,q ´

1
2 ą Av0,q`1 `

1
2 ą Av0,q`2 ´

1
2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą Av0,n´1 ´

1
2q,

with strict inequalities due to the regularity of Aλ,v0 and with corresponding Hodge numbers933

p1i “ Av0,i `
n´3

2 , for i ‰ q ` 1; p1q`1 “ Av0,q`1 `
n´1

2 (4.13)

and q1i “ n´ 2´ p1i, etc. Here is a consequence of the main result of [Har14].934

Theorem 4.14. Let πpqq be as above. Then there exists a tempered cuspidal automorphic repre-935

sentation π1pqq of H 1pAF`q with archimedean component πvA1pqq, such that936

(1) BCpπ1pqqq is cuspidal automorphic and supercuspidal at a non-archimedean place of F`937

which is split in F , and938

(2) there are factorizable cuspidal automorphic forms f P πpqq, f 1 P π1pqq, so that Icanpf, f 1q ‰ 0939

with fv (resp. f 1v) in the minimal KH,v- (resp. KH 1,v-type) of πpqqv (resp. π1pqqv) for all940

v P S8.941

In particular, the GGP-period Ppf, f 1q does not vanish.942

Proof. Although this is effectively the main result of [Har14], it is unfortunately nowhere stated in943

that paper. So, let us explain why this is a consequence of the results proved there: First, we claim944

that the discrete series representation πA1pqq is isolated in the (classical) automorphic spectrum of945

H 18, in the sense of [Bur-Sar91], see Cor. 1.3 of [Har14]. Admitting the claim, we note that Hyp.946

4.6 of [Har14] is our regularity hypothesis, and Hyp. 4.8 is true by construction. The theorem then947

follows from the discussion following the proof of Thm. 4.12 of [Har14]. More precisely, because948

πA1pqq is isolated in the automorphic spectrum, we can apply Cor. 1.3 (b) of [Har14], which is a949

restatement of the main result of [Bur-Sar91]. Finally, the isolation follows as in [Har-Li98], Thm.950

7.2.1, using the existence of base change from H 1pAF`q to Gn´1pAF q, as it was established for951

tempered cuspidal automorphic representations in [KMSW14], Thm. 5.0.5. �952

Recall the number field EY pηq from [Har13a], p. 2023. It has been shown in Cor. 3.8 of [Har13a]953

(and its correction in the Erratum to that paper) that the underlying Harish-Chandra modules of the954

discrete series representations πpqqv and πpqq1v, v P S8, are defined over this number field EY pηq.955

From now on, we will assume that the number field Epπq, defined for a cohomological tempered956

cuspidal representation of a unitary group over F` in §3.2.2, contains EY pηq. One sees that the957

cuspidal automorphic forms f P πpqq, f 1 P π1pqq from Thm. 4.14.(2) can be chosen so that, for all v P958

S8, fv (resp. f 1v) belongs to the Epπpqqq- (resp. Epπ1pqqq-) rational subspace of the minimal KH,v-959

type of πpqqv (resp. KH 1,v-type of π1pqqv), with respect to the Epπpqqq- (resp. Epπ1pqqq-) deRham-960

rational structure defined in §3.2.2. The following statement is then a conjectural, archimedean961

analog of Lem. 4.8:962
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Conjecture 4.15. Let f and f 1 be as in Thm. 4.14 and assume that they are chosen so that, for
all v P S8, fv (resp. f 1v) belongs to the Epπpqqq- (resp. Epπ1pqqq-) rational subspace of the minimal
KH,v-type of πpqqv (resp. KH 1,v-type of π1pqqv). Then,

I˚v pfv, f
1
vq P pEpπpqqq ¨ Epπ

1pqqqq

for all v P S8.963

4.3. Automorphic Q-periods. In order to prove the factorization of the local arithmetic auto-
morphic periods, see (2.17), we will need one last ingredient, namely automorphic Q-periods. To
define them, let π be a cohomological, tempered, cuspidal automorphic representation of HpAF`q
and let ϕπ P π be deRham-rational, cf. §3.2.2. For each σ P AutpC{EpΛqq, we choose a σϕπ, which
generates the deRham-rational structure of the unique twist σπ, cf. Lem. 3.10. We define

Qpσϕπq :“ xσϕπ,
σϕπy.

By Lem. 3.19 and Lem. 3.20 of [Har13a], Qpσϕπq is well-defined up to multiplication by elements
of the form σptq with t P Epπqˆ and (within the respective quotient of algebras) independent of the
choice of σϕπ. Therefore, the family of numbers Qpσϕπq gives rise to an element

Qpπq P Epπq bQ C – C|JEpπq|,

called the automorphic Q-period attached to π.964

Since the Petersson inner product appears in the definition of the GGP-period it is convenient965

to use it to define the automorphic Q-periods. However, it has already been mentioned that the966

complex conjugation used to define the Petersson inner product does not quite correspond to the967

operator F8 used to define motivic Q-periods. Thus Qpπq differs from the Q-period attached to the968

motiveMpΠq by a factor corresponding to the central character of Π; this explains the normalization969

in 6.2.970

5. Proof of the automorphic variant of Deligne’s conjecture971

5.1. Existence of certain endoscopic representations. In view of Thm. 2.18 we first concen-
trate on the case when n and n1 have different parity. So, let n be an odd integer and n1 be an even
integer, and let Π and Π1 denote cohomological conjugate self-dual cuspidal automorphic represen-
tations of GnpAF q and Gn1pAF q, respectively. Then there are non-trivial cohomological L-packets
ś

pU˚n ,Πq and
ś

pU˚n1 ,Π
1q, cf. Rem. 2.5

We fix an odd integer N ě maxtn, n1u. Let χi, 1 ď i ď N ´ n, and χ1j , 1 ď j ď N ´ 1 ´ n1,
denote conjugate self-dual algebraic Hecke characters of GL1pAF q. They are base changes from
algebraic Hecke characters of U˚1 pAF`q. The isobaric sums

τ :“ Π ‘ χ1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨‘ χN´n

on GN pAF q, respectively,

τ 1 :“ Π1 ‘ pχ11η
´1q‘ ¨ ¨ ¨‘ pχ1N´1´n1η

´1q

on GN´1pAF q, are always algebraic and in fact by the unitarity of the inducing datum always fully972

induced. If at every v P S8, the exponents av,i of Π, 1 ď i ď n, (resp. bv,j of Π1, 1 ď j ď n1) (see973

Sect. 1.3.2) and the corresponding exponents of each character χi,v, 1 ď i ď N ´ n, (resp. χ1j,vη
´1
v ,974

1 ď j ď N ´ 1´ n1) are different, then the isobaric sum is cohomological: In order to see this, one975

puts them in decreasing order and solves (1.2) to obtain a highest weight µv (resp. µ1v).976
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Proposition 5.1. Let Π, Π1, χi and χ1j be as above and assume that τ and τ 1 are cohomological.977

Fix some finite set of places S of F containing S8. We suppose the central critical value978

LSp1
2 , τ ˆ τ

1q ‰ 0. (5.2)

Then, there exists a pair of non-degenerate c-hermitian spaces V Ą V 1 over F , with dimV “ N ,979

dimV 1 “ N ´ 1, and a cohomological tempered cuspidal automorphic representation σ b σ1 of980

UpV qpAF`q ˆ UpV 1qpAF`q, such that981

(1) BCpσq bBCpσ1q “ τ b τ 1 and982

(2) dim HomUpV 1qpAF` qpσbσ
1,Cq “ 1, where UpV 1qpAF`q is diagonally embedded into UpV qpAF`qˆ983

UpV 1qpAF`q,984

Integration over the diagonal gives a basis of HomUpV 1qpAF` qpσbσ
1,Cq. The pairs pV, V 1q and pσ, σ1q985

are unique with respect to these properties.986

Proof. We proceed in several steps:987

A. By construction τ defines a generic global Arthur-parameter φ, as in [KMSW14], §1.3.4. As
the local components τv are tempered at all places v of F , their attached local Langlands-parameters
are all bounded, whence so are the local Arthur-parameters φv, constructed in [KMSW14], Prop.
1.3.3, at all v of F`. Following (the unconditional) [KMSW14], Thm. 1.6.1.(5) and (6), to each
local component τv of τ we may associate a local Vogan L-packet rτvs, which consists by definition
of equivalence classes of pairs pVv, σvq where Vv is an N -dimensional hermitian space over Fv and
σv is a tempered irreducible admissible representation of UpVvq, and a component group

Apτvq
„
ÝÑpZ{2Zqrv ,

where rv ě N ´ n ` 1 is the number of irreducible pieces in the local Langlands-parameter of the988

descent of τv to U˚N pFvq. If v is non-archimedean the members of rτvs are in one-to-one correspon-989

dence with characters of Apτvq; if v is archimedean, the signature of Vv is an additional invariant990

and the members of rτvs are cohomological, cf. [Clo91], Lem. 3.8 and Lem. 3.9. We denote the991

character group Âpτvq and let χpVv ,σvq P Âpτvq denote the character corresponding to the indicated992

pair.993

Analogously, attached to each local component τ 1v of τ 1 there is a local Vogan L-packet rτ 1vs,994

consisting of equivalence classes of pairs pV 1v , σ1vq, a component group Apτ 1vq, and characters χpV 1v ,σ1vq P995

Âpτ 1vq.996

For almost all v, rτvs contains a pair pU˚N pFvq, σ
˚
v q where U˚N – the quasi-split inner form, as997

before – is unramified, and σ˚v is a spherical representation. We call this the unramified member of998

rτvs. For such v, the character group Âpτvq is normalized so that the unramified pair pU˚N pFvq, σ
˚
v q999

corresponds to the trivial character.1000

B. Any a P Apτvq can be viewed as an involution in GLN , and thus has eigenvalues`1 and´1. We1001

let N ras denote the dimension of its fixed subspace. As in [GGP1, §6], a determines an admissible1002

irreducible tempered representation τvras of GLNraspFvq (see also the discussion around (5.4) below).1003

Similarly, a1 P Apτ 1vq is an involution in GLN´1 and determines an admissible irreducible tempered1004

representation τ 1vra1s of GLNra1spFvq.1005

C. Now the assumption (5.2) implies in particular that none of the factors in Lps, τˆτ 1q vanishes1006

at s “ 1
2 . It follows in particular that the global sign of the functional equation is `1 for any1007
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product of factors of Lps, τ ˆ τ 1q. In particular, for any a P Apτvq, a1 P Apτ 1vq, we have1008

εp1
2 , τ ras b τ

1q “
ź

v

εp1
2 , τvras b τ

1
vq “ `1;

εp1
2 , τ b τ

1ra1sq “
ź

v

εp1
2 , τv b τ

1
vra

1sq “ `1.
(5.3)

D. Arthur’s multiplicity formula asserts the following: for each place v of F` choose a pair
pṼv, σ̃vq P rτvs and assume it is the unramified member for almost all v. Then there is a global
c-hermitian space V of dimension N over F and a square-integrable automorphic representation σ
of UpV qpAF`q, with Vv

„
ÝÑ Ṽv and σv

„
ÝÑ σ̃v for all v (hence, σ is tempered everywhere; and so

cuspidal), if and only if
ź

v

χ
pṼv ,σ̃vq

“ 1.

Moreover, if the sign condition is satisfied, then σ has multiplicity one in the cuspidal spectrum of1009

UpV q. This formula has been proved by Mok for the quasi-split unitary group U˚N and, recalling1010

from Rem. 1.3 that the generic global Arthur parameter φ “ τ is also elliptic, it follows from (the1011

unconditional part of) Thm. 5.0.5 of [KMSW14] in the general case. Obviously, mutatis mutandis,1012

there is a similar formula for τ 1.1013

E. The Gan-Gross-Prasad conjecture asserts that for each v, there exists a unique quadruple
pVv, σv;V

1
v , σ

1
vq P rτvs ˆ rτ

1
vs such that V 1v embeds in Vv as a non-degenerate c-hermitian subspace,

and such that

HomUpV 1vq
pσv b σ

1
v,Cq ‰ 0.

Moreover, dim HomUpV 1vq
pσv b σ1v,Cq “ 1 for this quadruple. Finally, the characters χVv ,σv and1014

χV 1v ,σ1v are determined by the explicit formulas, cf. Thm. 6.2 and §17 of [GGP1]:1015

χVv ,σvpaq “ εp1
2 , τvras b τ

1
vq ¨ ξτvrasp´1qN´1 ¨ ξτ 1vp´1qNras;

χV 1v ,σ1vpa
1q “ εp1

2 , τv b τ
1
vra

1sq ¨ ξτvp´1qNra
1s ¨ ξτ 1vra1sp´1qN .

(5.4)

Here ξτvras, ξτ 1v , etc. denote the respective central characters.1016

The Gan-Gross-Prasad conjecture has been proved for unitary groups over local fields by Raphaël1017

Beuzart-Plessis [Beu-Ple1], including the conjecture for tempered representations of real groups. We1018

remark that for discrete series representations, in any case, an explicit formula for the signs we need1019

can be extracted, with some difficulty, from §2 of [GGP2], and this suffices for our application to1020

the case where the unitary groups are totally definite.1021

F. It follows from points D and E that the global datum pV, σq exists, provided1022

ź

v

εp1
2 , τvras b τ

1
vq “ `1. (5.5)

Here we could ignore the central characters because the global central characters are trivial on1023

principal adèles of GN . However, the product in (5.5) is just the global sign, which equals `1 by1024

(5.3).1025

G. So, we have verified everything except that HomUpV 1qpAF` qpσbσ
1,Cq is generated by integra-1026

tion over the diagonal. But this is precisely the content of the Ichino–Ikeda–Neal-Harris conjecture,1027

proved in [BCZ20], see also Thm. 4.5.1028

�1029
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5.2. The “piano position”. Let τ b τ 1 be an isobaric automorphic representation of GN pAF q ˆ1030

GN´1pAF q, as in Prop. 5.1 and let us denote by Fλ (resp. by Fλ1) the coefficient module, with1031

respect to which σ8 (resp. σ18) is cohomological.1032

Definition 5.6. We say τ b τ 1 is in piano position3, if

HomUpV 1q8pFλ b Fλ1 ,Cq ‰ 0,

or, equivalent,1033

λv,1 ě ´λ
1
v,N´1 ě λv,2 ě ´λ

1
v,N´2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ě ´λ

1
v,1 ě λv,N (5.7)

for each v P S8, cf. [Goo-Wal09], Thm. 8.1.1.1034

Lemma 5.8. Let τ b τ 1 be an isobaric automorphic representation of GN pAF q ˆGN´1pAF q, as in1035

Prop. 5.1. Then τ b τ 1 is in piano position if and only if the groups UpV q and UpV 1q in Prop. 5.11036

are both totally definite.1037

Proof. It is easy to see that if the groups UpV q and UpV 1q in Prop. 5.1 are both totally definite,
HomUpV 1q8pσ8 b σ18,Cq – HomUpV 1q8pFλ b Fλ1 ,Cq, whence τ b τ 1 is in piano position by Prop.
5.1.(2). For the opposite direction, observe that BCpFv

λq b BCpFv
λ1q – τ8 b τ 18, where we view

Fv
λ (resp. Fv

λ1) as an irreducible tempered representation of the compact Lie group UpNqd (resp.
UpN ´ 1qd). However, by construction also BCpσ8q b BCpσ18q – τ8 b τ 18 and HomUpV 1q8pσ8 b

σ18,Cq ‰ 0. So, if τ b τ 1 is in piano position, i.e., if

0 ‰ HomUpV 1q8pFλ b Fλ1 ,Cq – HomUpN´1qdpFv
λ b Fv

λ1 ,Cq,

then by the archimedean uniqeness-results of [Beu-Ple2], UpV q8 ˆ UpV 1q8 – UpNqd ˆ UpN ´ 1qd1038

and σ8 b σ18 – Fv
λ b Fv

λ1 . �1039

We may translate equation (5.7) in terms of the infinity type by equation (1.2). More precisely,1040

we have1041

Lemma 5.9 (Branching condition). Suppose τ has infinity type tzAv,i z̄´Av,iu1ďiďN and τ 1 has
infinity type tzBv,j z̄´Bv,ju1ďiďN at v P S8 with Av,1 ą Av,2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ą Av,N and Bv,1 ą Bv,2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ą Bv,N´1

respectively. Then τ b τ 1 is in piano position if and only if

Av,1 ą ´Bv,N´1 ą Av,2 ą ´Bv,N´2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ą ´Bv,1 ą Av,N .

The following result is a direct generalisation of p4.1.6.1q and p4.1.6.2q of [Har13b] to the case of1042

arbitrary totally real base fields F`. We recall that when the unitary groups are totally definite,1043

the period Ppf, f 1q is algebraic for certain choice of f and f 1 (cf. Cor. 2.5.5 of [Har13b]).1044

Proposition 5.10. Let τ b τ 1 be an isobaric automorphic representation of GN pAF q ˆGN´1pAF q,
as in Prop. 5.1 and assume that τ b τ 1 is in piano position (so, in particular, UpV q and UpV 1q from
Prop. 5.1 are totally definite, see Lem. 5.8 above). Then,

LSp1
2 , τ ˆ τ

1q „EpτqEpτ 1q p2πiq
´

1
2dNpN`1qLSp1, τ,Asp´1qN qLSp1, τ 1,Asp´1qN´1

q.

Interpreted as families, this relation is equivariant under the action of AutpC{FGalq.1045

3The terminology comes from the image of the relative position of the weights of the descents σ and σ in the
branching formula (5.7), which remind the authors of a keyboard in which the parameters of the highest weight of
σ are the white keys and those of the highest weight of σ1 are the black keys. This only works on a piano in which
every successive pair of white keys is separated by a black key. The authors do not know whether such a piano can
be purchased, so we recommend the reader, who has a distinguished sense for conventionalism, to extrapolate from
the series of keys from the notes F to B (which corresponds to the case GL4 ˆGL3) using her/his imagination.
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Remark 5.11. In [Har13b] the corresponding result is proved when F is imaginary quadratic,1046

assuming the Ichino-Ikeda-N. Harris conjecture, which is now Thm. 4.5. When τ is cuspidal along1047

with some mild technical conditions, Prop. 5.10 was proved in [Gro-Lin21] without using Thm. 4.5.1048

Proposition 5.12. Let Π and Π1 cohomological conjugate self-dual cuspidal automorphic represen-1049

tations of GnpAF q and Gn1pAF q, respectively, and suppose that LSp1
2 ,Π ˆ Π1q ‰ 0. We assume1050

that Conj. 2.10 holds. Then, there exist an odd integer N and characters χk, χ1l, 1 ď k ď N ´ n,1051

1 ď l ď N ´ 1´n1 so that τ and τ 1 satisfy the conditions of Prop. 5.1. Moreover, the product τ b τ 11052

is in piano position.1053

Proof. Let tzav,i z̄´av,iu1ďiďn (resp. tzbv,j z̄´bv,ju1ďjďm) be the infinity type of Π (resp. Π1) at v P S8.1054

In particular, av,i P Z and bv,j P Z` 1
2 for each v, i and j. Let C,C 1 P Z such that C ď t ď C 1 when1055

t runs over av,i and bv,j . We may assume that C 1 ´ C is even. We let N :“ C 1 ´ C ` 1.1056

For each v, the set tC,C ` 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , C 1uztav,iu1ďiďn has exactly N ´ n integers and is denoted by1057

txk,vu1ďkďN´n. Similarly, the set tC ` 1
2 , C `

3
2 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , C

1 ´ 1
2uztbv,ju1ďjďn1 has exactly N ´ n1 ´ 11058

half integers and is denoted by tyl,vu1ďlďN´n1´1.1059

For 1 ď k ď N ´ n (resp. 1 ď l ď N ´ 1 ´ n1), let χk (resp. χ1l) be a Hecke character of1060

GL1pAF q with infinity type zxk,vz´xk,v (resp. zyl,v´
1
2 z´yl,v`

1
2 ) at v (such Hecke characters exist by1061

[Wei56]). Let τ and τ 1 be as defined in §5.1. Then τ (resp. τ 1) has infinity type tztz´tuCďtďC11062

(resp. tzs`1{2z´s´1{2uCďsďC1´1) at each v. In particular, τ b τ 1 is cohomological. Our Conj. 2.101063

now allows us to choose the χk and χ1l so that the various central values do not vanish. Note that1064

we also require that LSp1
2 , χk ¨ χ

1
lq ‰ 0 for all k, l, but this is easy to arrange by varying the αv in1065

the statement of Conj. 2.10. Hence, LSp1
2 , τˆτ

1q ‰ 0 and so τ and τ 1 satisfy the conditions of Prop.1066

5.1. Finally, τ b τ 1 is in piano position by Lem. 5.9. �1067

5.3. A proof of the automorphic variant of Deligne’s conjecture at the central critical1068

value: The case n ı n1 mod 2. Complementary to Thm. 2.18, in this section we will finally1069

prove Conj. 2.15 for a large family for automorphic representations Π and Π1 in the case when n1070

and n1 are not of the same parity and when s0 denotes the central critcial value, s0 “
1
2 . To this1071

end we need to recall two more results from the literature:1072

Theorem 5.13 ([Har97], Thm. 3.5.13; [Gue-Lin16], Thm. 4.3.3, [Har21], Thm. 7.1). Let Π be a
cohomological conjugate self-dual cuspidal automorphic representation of GnpAF q, which satisfies
Hyp. 2.4. Let tzav,i z̄´av,iu1ďiďn be its infinity type at v P S8. Let χ be an algebraic Hecke character
of GL1pAF q with infinity type zav z̄bv at v P S8. If 2av,i ` av ´ bv ‰ 0 for all i and v, we define
Iıv “ #ti | 2av,i` av ´ bv ă 0u and I “ IpΠ, χq :“ pIıqıPΣ. If m is critical for Πbχ, then we have:

LSpm,Πb χq „EpΠqEF pχq p2πiq
mdnP pIqpΠq

ź

ıPΣ

ppqχ, ıqIıppqχ, ıqn´Iı .

Interpreted as families, this relation is equivariant under the action of AutpC{FGalq.1073

Theorem 5.14. Let Π be a cohomological conjugate self-dual cuspidal automorphic representation1074

of GnpAF q, which satisfies Hyp. 2.4. We assume that Conj. 2.10 holds and that Π is pn´1q-regular.1075

Then, one has1076

LSp1,Π,Asp´1qnq „EpΠq p2πiq
dnpn`1q{2

ź

ıPΣ

ź

0ďiďn

P piqpΠ, ıq. (5.15)

Interpreted as families, this relation is equivariant under the action of AutpC{FGalq.1077
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Proof. By [Gro-Lin21], Thm. 1.42 & Thm. 4.17, we know that there is a certain Whittaker-period1078

ppΠq attached to Π (cf. [Gro-Lin21], Cor. 1.22 & §1.5.3), such that1079

LSp1,Π,Asp´1qnq „EpΠq p2πiq
dn ppΠq. (5.16)

If Π is not at least 2-regular, then here we use that Conj. 2.10 implies Conj. 4.31 from [Gro-Lin21].1080

Combining Thm. 2.6 and [Lin15b], Cor. 7.5.1, there exists an archimedean factor ZpΠ8q such that1081

ppΠq „EpΠq ZpΠ8q
ź

ıPΣ

ź

1ďiďn´1

P piqpΠ, ıq „EpΠq ZpΠ8q
ź

ıPΣ

ź

0ďiďn

P piqpΠ, ıq (5.17)

where the last equation follows from equation (2.9). Now, let Π# be any cohomological conjugate
self-dual cuspidal automorphic representation of Gn´1pAF q, which satisfies Hyp. 2.4 and assume
that the coefficient modules in cohomology attached to the pair pΠ,Π#q satisfy the analogue of the
branching-law (5.7). If Π is at least 2-regular, then we may choose Π# such that the inequalities
are all strict and so Π# is then also at least 2-regular. Then, it follows from §1.4.1, that there is
a critical point s0 “

1
2 `m of Lps,Π ˆ Π#q with m ‰ 0. By Prop. 9.4.1 of [Lin15b], for any such

critical point, we have

ppm,Π8,Π
#
8qZpΠ8qZpΠ

#
8q „EpΠqEpΠq# p2πiq

dpm`
1
2 qnpn´1q

where ppm,Π8,Π
#
8qq is the bottom-degree archimedean Whittaker period attached to s0 “

1
2 `m,

see Thm. 1.45 of [Gro-Lin21] and which is calculated in Cor. 4.30 of loc.cit. More precisely, we have

ppm,Π8,Π
#
8q „EpΠqEpΠ#q p2πiq

mdnpn´1q´
1
2dpn´1qpn´2q.

We then deduce that

ZpΠ8qZpΠ
#
8q „EpΠqEpΠ#q p2πiq

1
2dnpn´1q`

1
2dpn´1qpn´2q.

By induction on n, we obtain that ZpΠ8q „EpΠq p2πiq
1
2dnpn´1q. Recalling that every relation above1082

is equivariant under the action of AutpC{FGalq, the result follows combining (5.16) and (5.17).1083

Finally, if Π is not at least 2-regular, then we invoke Conj. 2.10 under which Prop. 9.4.1 of [Lin15b]1084

still holds for pp0,Π8,Π
#
8q and we conclude as in the case of s0 ‰

1
2 . �1085

Remark 5.18. The arguments of the above proof in fact show that under the same conditions as1086

in the theorem1087

ppΠq „EpΠq p2πiq
1
2dnpn´1q

ź

ıPΣ

ź

0ďiďn

P piqpΠ, ıq. (5.19)

Remark 5.20. The above theorem in fact proves an automorphic variant of Deligne’s conjecture for1088

the Asai motive attached to Π. We refer to Cor. 1.3.5 of [Har13b] and Sect. 3 of [Har-Lin17] for the1089

calculation of Deligne’s period in this case. We remark that the condition that Π is pn´ 1q-regular1090

can be replaced by a milder regularity condition by considering Π of auxiliary type.1091

Theorem 5.21. Let Π (resp. Π1) be a cohomological conjugate self-dual cuspidal automorphic1092

representation of GnpAF q (resp. Gn1pAF q) which satisfies Hyp. 2.4. We assume that Conj. 2.101093

holds. If n ı n1 mod 2 and if Π8 is pn´ 1q-regular and Π18 is pn1 ´ 1q-regular, then1094

LSp1
2 ,ΠˆΠ1q „EpΠqEpΠ1q p2πiq

dnn1{2
ź

ıPΣ

˜

n
ź

i“0

P piqpΠ, ıqsppi,Π;Π1,ıq
n1
ź

j“0

P pjqpΠ1, ıqsppj,Π
1;Π,ıq

¸

. (5.22)

Interpreted as families, this relation is equivariant under the action of AutpC{FGalq.1095
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Proof. The assertion is trivially true, if LSp1
2 ,ΠˆΠ1q “ 0. So, let us suppose that LSp1

2 ,ΠˆΠ1q ‰ 0.1096

Then, by Prop. 5.12, there exists an odd integer N and algebraic Hecke characters χi, χ1j , such that1097

the isobaric sums τ and τ 1, as defined in §5.1, satisfy the conditions of Prop. 5.1, and such that1098

τ b τ 1 is in piano position. We may hence apply Prop. 5.10 to this non-vanishing central value:1099

LSp1
2 , τ ˆ τ

1q „EpτqEpτ 1q p2πiq
´dNpN`1q{2LSp1, τ,Asp´1qN qLSp1, τ 1,Asp´1qN´1

q. (5.23)

In what follows, we will use i to indicate an integer 0 ď i ď n, j to indicate an integer 0 ď j ď n1,1100

k to indicate an integer 1 ď k ď N ´ n and l to indicate an integer 1 ď l ď N ´ 1´ n1. Recall the1101

algebraic Hecke character ψ from §1.1. Moreover, we abbreviate the compositum of all the number1102

fields EF pχiq, EF pχ1kq and EF pψq as defined in §2.1.1 by Echar.1103

1104

The left hand side of equation 5.23 then equals1105

LSp1
2 ,ΠˆΠ1q

N´1´n1
ź

l“1

LSp1
2 ,Πb χ

1
lη
´1q

N´n
ź

k“1

LSp1
2 ,Π

1 b χkq
N´n
ź

k“1

N´1´n1
ź

l“1

LSp1
2 , χkχ

1
lη
´1q

“ LSp1
2 ,ΠˆΠ1q

N´1´n1
ź

l“1

LSp1,Πb χ1lψ
´1q

N´n
ź

k“1

LSp1
2 ,Π

1 b χkq
N´n
ź

k“1

N´1´n1
ź

l“1

LSp1, χkχ
1
lψ
´1q.

One can verify easily that all values, which appear above, are critical values of the respective L-1106

function. By Thm. 2.3, Thm. 5.13 and Thm. 2.6, we obtain that LSp1
2 , τ ˆ τ

1q is hence in relation1107

to a product of the following form1108

p2πiqCLSp1
2 ,ΠˆΠ1q

ź

ıPΣ

”

n
ź

i“0

P piqpΠ, ıqSi,ı
n1
ź

j“0

P pjqpΠ1, ıqTj,ı
N´n
ź

k“0

pp|χk, ıq
Dk,ı

N´1´n1
ź

l“0

pp qχ1l, ıq
El,ıpp qψ, ıqFı

ı

(5.24)
for certain exponents C, Si,ı, Tj,ı, Dk,ı, El,ı and Fı. Here we already factored the CM-periods1109

and replaced those at conjugate embeddings ı using Lem. 2.2. On the other hand, by Lem. 3.3 of1110

[Gro-Lin21],1111

LSp1, τ,Asp´1qN q

„EpΠqEchar
LSp1,Π,Asp´1qnq

N´n
ź

k“1

LSp1, χk,As´q
N´n
ź

k“1

LSp1,Πb χckq
ź

1ďkăk1ďN´n

LSp1, χkχ
c
k1q

„EpΠqEchar
p2πiqdpN´nqLSp1,Π,Asp´1qnq

N´n
ź

k“1

LSp1,Πb χ´1
k q

ź

1ďkăk1ďN´n

LSp1, χkχ
´1
k1 q.
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The last equation is due to the fact that LSp1, χk,As´q “ LSp1, εF {F`q „FGal p2πiq for each k, as1112

it follows from the proof of Lem. 1.36 of [Gro-Lin21]. Similarly,1113

LSp1, τ 1,Asp´1qN´1
q

„EpΠ1qEchar
LSp1,Π1,Asp´1qn

1

q

N´1´n1
ź

l“1

LSp1, χ1l,As´1q

N´1´n1
ź

l“1

LSp1,Π1 b pχ1lη
´1qcq

ˆ
ź

1ďlăl1ďN´1´n1

LSp1, χ1lχ
1,c
l1 q

„EpΠ1qEchar
p2πiqdpN´n

1´1qLSp1,Π1,Asp´1qn
1

q

N´1´n1
ź

l“1

LSp1,Π1 b pχ1lq
´1ηq

ź

1ďlăl1ďN´1´n1

LSp1, χ1lpχ
1
l1q
´1q

„EpΠ1qEchar
p2πiqdpN´n

1´1qLSp1,Π1,Asp´1qn
1

q

N´1´n1
ź

l“1

LSp1
2 ,Π

1 b pχ1lq
´1ψq

ź

1ďlăl1ďN´1´n1

LSp1, χ1lpχ
1
l1q
´1q.

By Thm. 5.14, Thm. 2.3, Thm. 5.13, Thm. 2.6, and Lem. 2.2

p2πiq´dNpN`1q{2LSp1, τ,Asp´1qN qLSp1, τ 1,Asp´1qN´1
q

is hence in relation to a product of the following form1114

p2πiqc
ź

ıPΣ

”

n
ź

i“0

P piqpΠ, ıqsi,ı
n1
ź

j“0

P pjqpΠ1, ıqtj,ı
N´n
ź

k“0

pp|χk, ıq
dk,ı

N´1´n1
ź

l“0

pp qχ1l, ıq
el,ıpp qψ, ıqfı

ı

(5.25)

for certain exponents c, si,ı, tj,ı, dk,ı, el,ı and fı.1115

1116

It therefore remains to show that1117

c´ C “
dnn1

2
(5.26)

si,ı ´ Si,ı “ sppi,Π; Π1, ıq for all i, ı (5.27)
tj,ı ´ Tj,ı “ sppj,Π1; Π, ıq for all j, ı (5.28)
dk,ı ´Dk,ı “ 0 for all k, ı (5.29)
el,ı ´ El,ı “ 0 for all l, ı (5.30)
fı ´ Fı “ 0 for all ı (5.31)

We now calculate these exponents explicitly.1118

1119

We first deal with the exponents in (5.24). For each 1 ď l ď N ´ 1 ´ n1, by Thm. 2.3, Thm.1120
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5.13, Thm. 2.6, and Lem. 2.2 we have:1121

LSp1,Πb χ1lψ
´1q „EpΠqEchar

p2πiqdn
ź

ıPΣ

“

P pIpΠ,χ
1
lψ
´1qıqpΠ, ıqppχ1lψ

´1, ıqIpΠ,χ
1
lψ
´1qıppχ1lψ

´1, ıqn´IpΠ,χ
1
lψ
´1qı

‰

„EpΠqEchar
p2πiqdn

ź

ıPΣ

“

P pIpΠ,χ
1
lψ
´1qıqpΠ, ıqpp qχ1l, ıq

IpΠ,χ1lψ
´1qıpp qχ1l, ıq

n´IpΠ,χ1lψ
´1qı ˆ

pp qψ, ıq´IpΠ,χ
1
lψ
´1qıpp qψ, ıq´n`IpΠ,χ

1
lψ
´1qı

‰

„EpΠqEchar
p2πiqdn

ź

ıPΣ

“

P pIpΠ,χ
1
lψ
´1qıqpΠ, ıqpp qχ1l, ıq

2IpΠ,χ1lψ
´1qı´n ˆ

pp qψ, ıq´2IpΠ,χ1lψ
´1qı`np2πiq´n`IpΠ,χ

1
lψ
´1qı

‰

„EpΠqEchar
p2πiq

dn{2´
ř

ıPΣ
p´2IpΠ,χ1lψ

´1qı`nq{2 ź

ıPΣ

“

P pIpΠ,χ
1
lψ
´1qıqpΠ, ıqpp qχ1l, ıq

2IpΠ,χ1lψ
´1qı´n ˆ

pp qψ, ıq´2IpΠ,χ1lψ
´1qı`n

‰

.

Similarly, for each 1 ď k ď N ´ n,1122

LSp1
2 ,Π

1 b χkq „EpΠ1qEchar
p2πiqdn

1{2
ź

ıPΣ

“

P pIpΠ
1,χkqıqpΠ1, ıqpp|χk, ıq

IpΠ1,χkqıpp|χk, ıq
n1´IpΠ1,χkqı

‰

„EpΠ1qEchar
p2πiqdn

1{2
ź

ıPΣ

“

P pIpΠ
1,χkqıqpΠ1, ıqpp|χk, ıq

2IpΠ1,χkqı´n
1‰

(5.32)

Moreover, applying Thm. 2.3 and Lem. 2.2, for each 1 ď k ď N ´ n and 1 ď l ď N ´ 1´ n1 we get:1123

LSp1, χkχ
1
lψ
´1q „Echar

p2πiqdpp χkχ
1
lψ
´1,Ψχkχ

1
lψ
´1q

„Echar
p2πiqdpp|χk,Ψχkχ

1
lψ
´1qpp qχ1l,Ψχkχ

1
lψ
´1qpp qψ,Ψχkχ

1
lψ
´1q

´1

„Echar
p2πiqd

ź

ıPΣ

“

pp|χk, ıq
εk,l,ıpp qχ1l, ıq

εk,l,ıpp qψ, ıq´εk,l,ıp2πiqpεk,l,ı´1q{2
‰

„Echar
p2πiq

d{2´p
ř

ıPΣ
´εk,l,ı{2qź

ıPΣ

“

pp|χk, ıq
εk,l,ıpp qχ1l, ıq

εk,l,ıpp qψ, ıq´εk,l,ı
‰

where εk,l,ı “ 1 if ı P Ψχkχ
1
lψ
´1 and εk,l,ı “ ´1 otherwise. We observe immediately that1124

Fı “ ´

N´1´n1
ÿ

l“1

El,ı, (5.33)

C “ pN ´ 1´ n1q
dn

2
` pN ´ nq

dn1

2
` pN ´ nqpN ´ 1´ n1q

d

2
´

ÿ

ıPΣ

Fı
2

“
dNpN ´ 1q

2
´
dnn1

2
´

ÿ

ıPΣ

Fı
2
. (5.34)
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We also have:1125

Si,ı “ #tl | IpΠ, χ1lψ
´1qı “ iu (5.35)

Tj,ı “ #tk | IpΠ1, χkqı “ ju (5.36)

Dk,ı “ 2IpΠ1, χkqı ´ n
1 `

ÿ

1ďlďN´1´n1

εk,l,ı (5.37)

El,ı “ 2IpΠ, χ1lψ
´1qı ´ n`

ÿ

1ďkďN´n

εk,l,ı (5.38)

We now deal with the exponents in (5.25). By Thm. 5.14,1126

LSp1,Π,Asp´1qnq „EpΠq p2πiqdnpn`1q{2
ź

ıPΣ

ź

0ďiďn

P piqpΠ, ıq;

LSp1,Π1,Asp´1qn
1

q „EpΠ1q p2πiqdn
1pn1`1q{2

ź

ıPΣ

ź

0ďjďn1

P pjqpΠ1, ıq.

Again by Thm. 2.3, Thm. 5.13, Thm. 2.6, and Lem. 2.2 we have1127

LSp1,Πb χ´1
k q „EpΠqEchar

p2πiqdn
ź

ıPΣ

”

P IpΠ,χ
´1
k qıpΠ, ıqpp|χk, ıq

´IpΠ,χ´1
k qıpp|χk, ı̄q

IpΠ,χ´1
k qı´n

ı

„EpΠqEchar
p2πiqdn

ź

ıPΣ

”

P IpΠ,χ
´1
k qıpΠ, ıqpp|χk, ıq

´2IpΠ,χ´1
k qı`n

ı

LSp1
2 ,Π

1 b pχ1lq
´1ψq „EpΠ1qEchar

p2πiqdn
1{2

ź

ıPΣ

”

P IpΠ
1,pχ1lq

´1ψqıpΠ1, ıqpp qχ1l, ıq
´IpΠ1,pχ1lq

´1ψqı ˆ

pp qχ1l, ı̄q
IpΠ1,pχ1lq

´1ψqı´n1pp qψ, ıqIpΠ
1,pχ1lq

´1ψqıpp qψ, ı̄qn
1´IpΠ1,pχ1lq

´1ψqı
ı

„EpΠ1qEchar
p2πiqdn

1{2
ź

ıPΣ

”

P IpΠ
1,pχ1lq

´1ψqıpΠ1, ıqpp qχ1l, ıq
´2IpΠ1,pχ1lq

´1ψqı`n1 ˆ

pp qψ, ıq2IpΠ
1,pχ1lq

´1ψqı´n1p2πiqn
1´IpΠ1,pχ1lq

´1ψqı
ı

„EpΠ1qEchar
p2πiq

dn1´
ř

ıPΣ
p2IpΠ1,pχ1lq

´1ψqı´n1q{2 ź

ıPΣ

”

P IpΠ
1,pχ1lq

´1ψqıpΠ1, ıq ˆ

pp qχ1l, ıq
´2IpΠ1,pχ1lq

´1ψqı`n1pp qψ, ıq2IpΠ
1,pχ1lq

´1ψqı´n1
ı

LSp1, χkχ
´1
k1 q „Echar

p2πiqdpp|χk,Ψχkχ
´1
k1
qpp|χk1 ,Ψχkχ

´1
k1
q´1

„Echar
p2πiqd

ź

ıPΣ

pp|χk, ıq
ηk,k1,ıpp|χk1 , ıq

´ηk,k1,ı

LSp1, χ1lpχ
1
lq
´1q „Echar

p2πiqdpp qχ1l,Ψχ1lpχ
1
l1
q´1qpp|χl1 ,Ψχ1lpχ

1
l1
q´1q

´1

„Echar
p2πiqd

ź

ıPΣ

pp qχ1l, ıq
ξl,l1,ıpp|χl1 ,Ψχ1lpχ

1
l1
q´1q

´ξl,l1,ı .
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where ηk,k1,ı “ 1, if ı P Ψχkχ
´1
k1

and ηk,k1,ı “ ´1 otherwise; ξl,l1,ı “ 1, if ı P Ψχ1lpχ
1
l1
q´1 and ξl,l1,ı “ ´11128

otherwise. This gives1129

fı “ ´

N´1´n1
ÿ

l“1

el,ı, (5.39)

c “ ´
dNpN ` 1q

2
` dpN ´ nq `

dnpn` 1q

2
` pN ´ nqdn`

pN ´ nqpN ´ n´ 1qd

2
`

dpN ´ n1 ´ 1q `
dn1pn1 ` 1q

2
` pN ´m´ 1qdn1 `

pN ´ 1´ n1qpN ´ 2´ n1qd

2
´

ÿ

ıPΣ

fı
2

“
dNpN ´ 1q

2
´

ÿ

ıPΣ

fı
2

(5.40)

We also obtain1130

si “ 1`#tk | IpΠ, χ´1
k qı “ iu (5.41)

tj “ 1`#tl | IpΠ1, pχ1lq
´1ψqı “ ju (5.42)

dk,ı “ ´2IpΠ, χ´1
k qı ` n`

ÿ

k1ąk

ηk,k1,ı ´
ÿ

k1ăk

ηk1,k,ı (5.43)

el,ı “ ´2IpΠ1, pχ1lq
´1ψqı `m`

ÿ

l1ąl

ξl,l1,ı ´
ÿ

l1ăl

ξl1,l,ı. (5.44)

Comparing (5.34) with (5.40) and (5.39) with (5.33), we see that Eq. (5.30) implies equations (5.31)
and (5.26). Hence, it remains to prove the identities (5.27) – (5.30), which are all local.

We hence fix an ı “ ıv P Σ and drop the subscript ı for simplicity. We write the infinity type
of Π (resp. Π1) at v as tzai z̄´aiu1ďiďn (resp. tzbj z̄´bju1ďjďn1) with bj strictly decreasing. For each
k (resp l), We write the infinity type of χk (resp. χ1l) at v as zxk z̄´xk (resp. zyl z̄´yl).

Then, the infinity type of τ (resp. τ 1) at v is tzai z̄´aiu1ďiďnYtzxk z̄´xku1ďkďN´n (resp. tzbj z̄´bju1ďjďn1Y

tzyl´
1
2 z̄´yl`

1
2 u1ďlďN´1´n1). We define

A :“ tai, xk | 1 ď i ď n, 1 ď k ď N ´ nu

and B :“ tbj , yl ´
1
2 | 1 ď j ď n1, 1 ď l ď N ´ 1´ n1u.

For each l, we note that IpΠ, χ1lψ
´1q “ #ti | ai ` yl ´

1
2 ă 0u “ #ti | ai ă ´yl `

1
2u. Consequently,1131

for each 0 ď i ď n, IpΠ, χ1lψ
´1q “ n´ i if and only if ai ą ´yl ` 1

2 ą ai`1. Hence1132

Sn´i “ #tl | ai ą ´yl `
1
2 ą ai`1u. (5.45)

Moreover, by definition of Ψχkχ
1
lψ
´1 in Theorem 2.3 we have1133

εk,l,ı “ 1 if xk ` yl ´ 1
2 ă 0, “ ´1 otherwise. Hence the coefficient1134

El “ 2IpΠ, χ1lψ
´1q ´ n`

ÿ

1ďkďN´n

εk,l

“ 2#ti | ai ă ´yl `
1
2u ´ n`#tk | xk ă ´yl `

1
2u ´#tk | xk ą ´yl `

1
2u

“ #ti | ai ă ´yl `
1
2u ´#ti | ai ą ´yl `

1
2u `#tk | xk ă ´yl `

1
2u ´#tk | xk ą ´yl `

1
2u

“ #tA P A | A ă ´yl ` 1
2u ´#tA P A | A ą ´yl ` 1

2u. (5.46)
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Similarly, we get1135

Tn1´j “ #tk | bj ą ´xk ą bj`1u; (5.47)
Dk “ #tB P B | ´B ą xku ´#tB P B | ´B ă xku. (5.48)

For each k, IpΠ, χ´1
k q “ #ti | ai ă xku. In particular, for each 0 ď i ď n, IpΠ, χ´1

k q “ n´ i if and1136

only if ai ą xk ą ai`1. We get sn´i “ 1`#tk | ai ą xk ą ai`1u. Hence,1137

sn´i ´ Sn´i “ 1`#tk | ai ą xk ą ai`1u ´#tl | ai ą ´yl `
1
2 ą ai`1u

“ 1`#tA P A | ai ą A ą ai`1u ´#tl | ai ą ´yl `
1
2 ą ai`1u. (5.49)

Since τ b τ 1 is in piano position, we know the pair pA,Bq gives rise to two strings of numbers, which1138

satisfy the branching condition (cf. Lem. 5.9). In particular, 1 ` #tA P A | ai ą A ą ai`1u “1139

#tB P B | ai ą ´B ą ai`1u. Therefore,1140

sn´i ´ Sn´i “ #tB P B | ai ą ´B ą ai`1u ´#tl | ai ą ´yl `
1
2 ą ai`1u

“ #tj | ai ą ´bj ą ai`1u

“ sppn´ i,Π; Π1q (5.50)

by Definition 2.12.1141

1142

The constant dk “ ´2IpΠ, χ´1
k q ` n `

ř

k1ąk

ηk,k1 ´
ř

k1ăk

ηk1,k. Note that for k ă k1, by definition1143

ηk,k1 “ 1 if and only if ı P Ψχkχ
´1
k1

which is equivalent to xk ă xk1 . In particular,1144

ÿ

k1ąk

ηk,k1 ´
ÿ

k1ăk

ηk1,k

“ #tk1 ą k | xk ă xk1u ´#tk1 ą k | xk ą xk1u ´#tk1 ă k | xk ą xk1u `#tk1 ă k | xk ă xk1u

“ #tk1 ‰ k | xk ă xk1u ´#tk1 ‰ k | xk ą xk1u

Hence,1145

dk “ ´2#ti | ai ă xku ` n`#tk1 ‰ k | xk ă xk1u ´#tk1 ‰ k | xk ą xk1u

“ ´#ti | ai ă xku `#ti | ai ą xku `#tk1 ‰ k | xk ă xk1u ´#tk1 ‰ k | xk ą xk1u

“ ´#tA P A | A ă xku `#tA P A | A ą xku. (5.51)

Again by the branching-law, we know #tA P A | A ă xku “ #tB P B | ´B ă xku and
#tA P A | A ą xku “ #tB P B | ´B ą xku. Comparing with (5.48) we obtain that dk “ Dk.

The proof that tn´j ´ Tn´j “ sppj,Π1; Π, ıq and el “ El for each j and l is in complete anal-
ogy to the above and left to the reader.

This shows the identities (5.27) – (5.30) and hence, as we already observed, also (5.31) and (5.26):

c´ C “

˜

dNpN ´ 1q

2
´

ÿ

ıPΣ

fı
2

¸

´

˜

dNpN ´ 1q

2
´
dnn1

2
´

ÿ

ıPΣ

Fı
2

¸

“
dnn1

2
.
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Finally, comparing (5.24) and (5.25) we obtain that

LSp1
2 ,ΠbΠ1q „EpΠqEpΠ1qEchar

p2πiqdnn
1{2

ź

ıPΣ

˜

n
ź

i“0

P piqpΠ, ıqsppi,Π;Π1,ıq
n1
ź

j“0

P pjqpΠ1, ıqsppj,Π
1;Π,ıq

¸

.

Observe that, interpreted as families of complex numbers, both sides of this relation only depend1146

on the embeddings of EpΠq and EpΠ1q, so we can remove Echar from the relation by Lem. 1.34 in1147

[Gro-Lin21]. This finishes the proof.1148

�1149

5.4. The automorphic variant of Deligne’s conjecture: General n, n1 and s0. We may1150

now complete the proof of Conj. 2.15 for the respective families of automorphic representations Π1151

and Π1, treated in Thm. 2.18 (n ” n1 mod 2) and Thm. 5.21 (n ı n1 mod 2), by extending the1152

statements of the aforementioned two results to all critical values s0 of Lps,ΠˆΠ1q. This will be a1153

direct application of the following theorem of Raghuram, cf. [Rag20], Thm. 110.(ii), which extends1154

the results for totally real fields, dealt with in [Har-Rag20], to general totally imaginary fields. We1155

remark that the special case of n1 “ n´1 and ΠbΠ1 in piano position has already been established1156

by [Gro-Lin21], Thm. 5.5, whereas for general even n and odd n1, n ą n1, the result may be found1157

(under some additional hypotheses on ΠbΠ1) as Cor. 4.4 in [Gro-Sac20]:1158

Theorem 5.52. Let n, n1 ě 1 be integers and let Π (resp. Π1) be a cohomological conjugate self-dual
cuspidal automorphic representation of GLnpAF q (resp. GLn1pAF q). The ratio of any consecutive
critical values s0, s0 ` 1 of Lps,ΠˆΠ1q, such that LSps0 ` 1,ΠˆΠ1q ‰ 0, satisfies

LSps0,ΠˆΠ1q

LSps0 ` 1,ΠˆΠ1q
„EpΠqEpΠ1q p2πiq

dnn1 .

Interpreted as families, this relation is equivariant under the action of AutpC{FGalq.1159

This result enables us to extend Thm. 2.18 and Thm. 5.21, where the central (resp. near-central)1160

critical point of Lps,Π ˆ Π1q was considered, to all critical points. We summarize this as our first1161

main theorem:1162

Theorem 5.53. Let n, n1 ě 1 be integers and let Π (resp. Π1) be a cohomological conjugate self-1163

dual cuspidal automorphic representation of GnpAF q (resp. Gn1pAF q), which satisfies Hyp. 2.4. If1164

n ” n1 mod 2, we assume that Π and Π1 satisfy the conditions of Thm. 2.18, i.e., that the isobaric1165

sum pΠηnq‘ pΠ1cηnq is 2-regular and that either Π and Π1 are both 5-regular or Π and Π1 are both1166

regular and satisfy Conj. 2.10. Whereas if n ı n1 mod 2, we assume that Π and Π1 satisfy the1167

conditions of Thm. 5.21, i.e., we assume Conj. 2.10 and suppose that Π8 is pn´1q-regular and Π181168

is pn1 ´ 1q-regular.1169

Then the automorphic version of Deligne’s conjecture, cf. Conj. 2.15, is true.1170

5.4.1. The case n ” n1 mod 2. Complete proofs of Thm. 2.18, which covers the case n ” n1 mod 2,1171

are contained in the third named author’s thesis, see Thm. 9.1.1.(2).(i) of [Lin15b], but will only1172

appear in [Lin22]. Because this has not yet been published, we provide a sketch of the argument here.1173

1174

By Thm. 5.52 and the fact that LSp1,Π b Π1q ‰ 0, cf. [Sha81], Thm. 5.1, we only need to show1175

the case when s0 “ 1. For that, we define Π5 :“ pΠηnq ‘ pΠ1cηnq, an algebraic conjugate self-dual1176

representation of GN pAF q, where N :“ n` n1 is an even number.1177

1178

By the condition that Π5 is 2-regular, we may take Π#, a cohomological conjugate self-dual cuspidal1179

automorphic representation of GN`1pAF q, such that the pair pΠ#,Π5q is in the piano position (cf.1180
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(5)) and moreover, 3
2 is critical for Lps,Π# ˆΠ5q.1181

1182

By Thm. A and Rem. 1.46 of [Gro-Lin21], we know1183

Lp3
2 ,Π

# ˆΠ5q „EpΠ#qEpΠ5q p2πiq
1
2
dNpN`1qppΠ#qppΠ5q. (5.54)

Moreover, by Thm. 2.6 of loc.cit,

ppΠ5q „EpΠqEpΠ1q ppΠqppΠ
1cqLp1,ΠˆΠ1q.

Hence the right hand side of equation (5.54) is then a product of Lp1,Π ˆ Π1q (the critical value
that we are interested in), the Whittaker periods of Π#, Π and Π1c, and a power of 2πi.

We now look at the left hand side of equation (5.54). Note that

Lp3
2 ,Π

# ˆΠ5q “ Lp3
2 ,Π

# ˆΠηnqLp3
2 ,Π

# ˆΠ1ηnq.

We can complete Πηn to τ :“ Πηn ‘ χ1η ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ χN´nη, a conjugate self-dual algebraic Eisenstein
representation of GN pAF q, by adding suitable algebraic conjugate self-dual characters χ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , χN´n,
such that the pair pΠ#, τq is in the piano position. Then

Lp3
2 ,Π

# ˆΠηnq “ Lp3
2 ,Π

# ˆ τq ¨
N´n
ź

i“1

Lp3
2 ,Π

# ˆ χiηq
´1.

Again by Thm. A of [Gro-Lin21], Lp3
2 ,Π

# ˆ τq is equivalent to a product of ppΠ#q, ppτq and a1184

power of 2πi, and furthermore by Thm. 2.6 of loc.cit, ppτq is equivalent to a product of ppΠq, and1185

some critical values for Πηn b χciη
c, 1 ď i ď N ´ n.1186

1187

Consequently, Lp3
2 ,Π

# ˆ Πηnq is equivalent to a product of the Whittaker periods of Π# and1188

Π, and some critical values of Π# and Π twisted by algebraic characters. A similar result holds for1189

Lp3
2 ,Π

# ˆΠ1ηnq.1190

1191

Combining what we obtained so far, we get that Lp1,Π b Π1q is equivalent to a product of the1192

Whittaker periods of Π#, Π, and Π1, some critical values of Π#, Π and Π1 twisted by algebraic1193

characters, and a certain power of 2πi.1194

1195

By Thm. 5.13, these critical values are equivalent to products of local arithmetic automorphic1196

periods of Π#, Π and Π1 and some CM-periods. In turn, by (5.19), the just mentioned Whittaker1197

periods of Π#, Π, and Π1 are also equivalent to products of local arithmetic automorphic periods of1198

Π#, Π and Π1 respectively, and a power of 2πi.1199

1200

After a detailed calculation, which may be found in [Lin15b] and which will be contained in [Lin22],1201

one sees that all the above mentioned terms concerning Π# cancel with each other, and that the1202

product of the above mentioned CM-periods is equivalent to a certain power of 2πi. We may then1203

interpret LSp1,ΠbΠ1q in terms of local arithmetic automorphic periods of Π and Π1 as expected.1204

6. Proof of the factorization1205

6.1. Statement of the main theorem on factorization. We shall resume the notation from1206

§4.2. In particular, we assume to have fixed a real embedding ıv0 of F` and denote by H “ HI01207

the attached unitary group. Given a highest weight λ, we obtained n cohomological discrete series1208

representations πλ,q, 0 ď q ď n ´ 1 of H8, which were distinguished by the property that their1209
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pq,KH,8q-cohomology is concentrated in degree q.1210

1211

Now, let Π be a cohomological conjugate self-dual cuspidal automorphic representation of GnpAF q,1212

which satisfies Hyp. 2.4. For the same reason as in §3.3, we shall descend Πv instead of Π. So,1213

for each q as above, we are given a cohomological tempered cuspidal automorphic representation1214

πpqq P
ś

pH,Πvq with archimedean component πλ,q. By Prop. 3.4 it has multiplicity one in the1215

square-integrable automorphic spectrum. Finally, recall the number field Epπpqqq Ě EY pηq from1216

§3.2.2 and let us abbreviate EqpΠq :“ EpΠqEpπpqqq. We are now ready to state our second main1217

theorem:1218

Theorem 6.1. Let Π be a cohomological conjugate self-dual cuspidal automorphic representation of
GnpAF q, which satisfies Hyp. 2.4 and let ξΠ be its central character. We assume that Π8 is pn´1q-
regular. Let πpqq P

ś

pH,Πvq be a cohomological tempered cuspidal automorphic representation
with archimedean component πλ,q. Moreover we suppose that Conj. 2.10 (non-vanishing of twisted
central critical values) and Conj. 4.15 (rationality of archimedean integrals) are valid. Then, for
each 0 ď q ď n´ 2,

Qpπpqqq „EqpΠq pp
qξΠ,Σq

´1P
pq`1qpΠ, ıv0q

P pqqpΠ, ıv0q
.

Interpreted as families, this relation is equivariant under the action of AutpC{FGalq.1219

Before we give a proof of Thm. 6.1, let us make several remarks and derive an important conse-1220

quence.1221

Firstly, this theorem establishes a version of the factorization of periods which was conjectured in1222

[Har97], see Conj. 2.8.3 and Cor. 2.8.5 loc. cit.. A proof of this conjecture (up to an unspecified1223

product of archimedean factors) when F “ K is imaginary quadratic was obtained in [Har07], based1224

on an elaborate argument involving the theta correspondence and under a certain regularity hy-1225

pothesis. The more general argument, which we will give here, is much shorter and more efficient1226

(but evidently depends on the hypotheses of Thm. 6.1).1227

1228

Secondly, our theorem will imply the desired factorization, cf. (2.17), of the local arithmetic auto-1229

morphic periods P piqpΠ, ıq as follows:1230

Definition 6.2. Let Π and πpqq be as in the previous theorem. We define

PipΠ, ıq :“

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

P p0qpΠ, ıq if i “ 0;

Qpπpi´ 1qq ppqξΠ,Σq if 1 ď i ď n´ 1;

P pnqpΠ, ıq
n´1
ś

i“0
PipΠ, ıq

´1 if i “ n.

Moreover, for any 0 ď i ď n, let EpiqpΠq be the compositum of the number fields E0pΠq and1231

EqpΠq, q ď i´ 1. Then,1232

Theorem 6.3. Under the hypotheses of Thm. 6.1, the Tate relation (2.14) is true. More previsely,1233

we obtain the following factorization1234

P piqpΠ, ıq „EpiqpΠq P0pΠ, ıqP1pΠ, ıq ¨ ¨ ¨PipΠ, ıq (6.4)

and in addition for each i and ı1235

PipΠ, ıq „EipΠq QipMpΠq, ıq, (6.5)

for the motive MpΠq attached to Π as constructed in Thm. 3.16. Interpreted as families, both1236

relations are equivariant under the action of AutpC{FGalq.1237
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Proof. Given Thm. 6.1, the factorization (6.4) follows directly. We now prove (6.5): For i “ 0,
by equation (2.7) we have P p0qpΠ, ıq „EpΠq ppqξΠ, ı̄q „EpΠq pp|ξ

c
Π, ıq. By Def. 3.1 of [Har-Lin17], Eq.

(2.12) of [Lin17a] and Eq. (6.13) of [Lin15b], we know

Q0pMpΠq, ıq „EpΠq p2πiq
npn´1q{2δpMpΠq, ıq „EpΠq δpMpξΠq, ıq „EpΠq pp|ξ

c
Π, ıq

as expected.1238

For each 1 ď i ď n´ 1, by Rem. 3.5 of [Har21] (see also Rem. 3.3.1), we know

QipMpΠq, ıq „EipΠq Qpπpi´ 1qqqpMpΠqq,

where qpMpΠqq is the period defined in Lem. 4.9 of [Gro-Har15]. We see immediately from this
lemma that qpMpΠqq „EpΠq

ś

ıPΣ

pp2πiqnpn´1q{2δpMpΠq, ıqq´1. Similarly as above we have

p2πiqnpn´1q{2δpMpΠq, ıq „EpΠq pp|ξ
c
Π, ıq.

Hence qpMpΠqq „EpΠq
ś

ıPΣ

pp|ξcΠ, ıq
´1 „EpΠq pp|ξΠ,Σq and QipMpΠq, ıq „EipΠq PipΠ, ıq as expected.1239

It remains to show that
n
ś

i“0
QipMpΠq, ıq „EpΠq P

pnqpΠ, ıq. By Lem. 1.2.7 of [Har13b] we have
n
ś

i“1
QipMpΠq, ıq „EpΠq pp2πiq

npn´1q{2δpMpΠq, ıqq´2. Hence,

n
ź

i“0

QipMpΠq, ıq „EpΠq pp2πiq
npn´1q{2δpMpΠq, ıqq´1 „EpΠq pp|ξ

c
Π, ıq

´1 „EpΠq pp|ξΠ, ıq,

which is equivalent to P pnqpΠ, ıq by (2.7).1240

�1241

6.2. Proof of Thm. 6.1. Our proof will proceed in several steps.1242

Step 1: Let us start off with the following1243

Observation 6.6. Recall that πλ,q is holomorphic when q “ 0, cf. Lem. 4.9. It thus follows directly1244

from the definition that we have Qpπp0qq „EpΠqEpπp0qq P pI0qpΠq. Hence, by Thm. 2.6, and Lem. 2.2,1245

Qpπp0qq „EpΠqEpπp0qq

¨

˝

ź

ıv‰ıv0

P p0qpΠ, ıvq

˛

‚P p1qpΠ, ıv0q

„
EpΠqEpπp0qqEF pqξΠq

¨

˝

ź

ıv‰ıv0

ppqξΠ, ıvq
´1

˛

‚P p1qpΠ, ıv0q

„
EpΠqEpπp0qqEF pqξΠq

˜

ź

ıvPΣ

ppqξΠ, ıvq
´1

¸

P p1qpΠ, ıv0qpp
qξ, ı̄v0q

´1

„
EpΠqEpπp0qqEF pqξΠq

ppqξΠ,Σq
´1P

p1qpΠ, ıv0q

P p0qpΠ, ıv0q
. (6.7)

However, by Lem. 1.34 in [Gro-Lin21], we may reduce this relation to the smallest field containing1246

FGal, on which all the quantities on both sides depend and remain well-defined. But this field is1247

E0pΠq “ EpΠqEpπp0qq. Therefore, Thm. 6.1 is true when q “ 0. This is going to be used as the1248

first step in our inductive argument.1249
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Now, let q be arbitrary. Then, in the notation of §4.2, the infinity type of Π at v is tzav,i z̄´av,iu1ďiďn1250

where av,i “ ´Av,n`1´i (recall that we descend from Πv rather than from Π now). Next, let π1pqq be1251

the cohomological tempered cuspidal automorphic representation of H 1pAF`q, constrcuted in Thm.1252

4.14. By a direct calculation one gets that the pq1,KH 1,8q-cohomology of π1pqq is non-vanishing only1253

in degree q1 :“ n´ q ´ 2.1254

1255

Let Π1 “ BCpπ1pqqvq be the base change of the contragredient of π1pqq. Then, the infinity type1256

of Π1 at v P S8 is tzbv,j z̄´bv,ju1ďjďn´1, with bv,j “ Av,j´
1
2 if either v ‰ v0, or v “ v0 and j ‰ q`1,1257

whereas bv0,q`1 “ Av0,q`1 `
1
2 . Hence, if we calculate the automorphic split indices of the pair1258

pΠ,Π1q, cf. Def. 2.12, then we obtain1259

sppi,Π; Π1, ıvq “

"

1 if 1 ď i ď n´ 1
0 if i “ 0 or n ; sppj,Π1; Π, ıvq “ 1 if 0 ď j ď n´ 1 .

at v ‰ v0, and

sppi,Π; Π1, ıv0q “

$

&

%

1 if 1 ď i ď n´ 1, i ‰ q, i ‰ q ` 1
0 if i “ 0, q ` 1 or n
2 if i “ q

;

sppj,Π1; Π, ıv0q “

$

&

%

1 if 0 ď j ď n´ 1, j ‰ n´ q ´ 1, j ‰ n´ q ´ 2
2 if j “ n´ q ´ 2
0 if j “ n´ q ´ 1

.

at v “ v0.1260

1261

We want to insert them into the formula provided by Thm. 5.21: As a first and obvious observation,1262

it is clear by construction that, since Π8 is pn´ 1q-regular, Π18 is pn´ 2q-regular. Combining Thm.1263

4.14.(1) with Rem. 2.5, we also see that Π1 is a cuspidal automorphic representation, which satisfies1264

Hyp. 2.4. Therefore, Π1 satisfies the assumptions of Thm. 5.21, whence, inserting the values of the1265

automorphic split indices from above into (5.22), we obtain1266

LSp1
2 ,ΠbΠ1q „EpΠqEpΠ1q p2πiqdnpn´1q{2

ź

ıvPΣ

˜

ź

1ďiďn´1

P piqpΠ, ıvq
ź

0ďjďn´1

P pjqpΠ1, ıvq

¸

ˆ

P pqqpΠ, ıv0qP
pn´q´2qpΠ1, ıv0q

P pq`1qpΠ, ıv0qP
pn´q´1qpΠ1, ıv0q

. (6.8)

The following observation is crucial for what follows:1267

Observation 6.9. LSp1
2 ,ΠbΠ1q ‰ 0.1268

In order to see this, recall that by Thm. 4.14.(2) there are factorizable cuspidal automorphic
forms f P πpqq, f 1 P π1pqq, whose attached GGP-period does not vanish Ppf, f 1q ‰ 0. Hence, as
all the local pairings I˚v pfv, f 1vq, cf. §4.1, are convergent by the temperedness of πpqqv and π1pqqv, it
follows from the Ichino-Ikeda-N.Harris formula, Thm. 4.5, that necessarily

LSp1
2 , BCpπpqqq bBCpπ

1pqqqq ‰ 0.

But since both Π and Π1 are conjugate self-dual, we have1269

LSp1
2 , BCpπpqqq bBCpπ

1pqqqq “ LSp1
2 ,Π

v bΠ1vq “ LSp1
2 ,Π

c bΠ1cq “ LSp1
2 ,ΠbΠ1q. (6.10)

Therefore, indeed
LSp1

2 ,ΠbΠ1q ‰ 0.
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Step 2: We resume the notation from Step 1. Recall from the discussion below Thm. 4.14 that
the factorizable cuspidal automorphic forms f P πpqq, f 1 P π1pqq may be chosen such that, for all
v P S8, fv (resp. f 1v) belongs to the Epπpqqq- (resp. Epπ1pqqq-) rational subspaces of the minimal
KH,v-type of πpqqv (resp. KH 1,v-type of π1pqqv).

As in §4.1, let ξ be the Hecke character of UpV1qpAF`q given by ξ “ pξπ1pqqξπpqqq
´1 and write

π2pqq “ π1pqq b ξ. Let f0 be a deRham-rational element of ξ. We define f2 “ f 1 b f0, a deRham-
rational element in π2pqq. Then, by Lem. 4.2, the GGP-period

Ppf, f2q “
|Icanpf, f2q|2

xf, fy xf2, f2y

satisfies
Ppf, f 1q “ Ppf, f2q.

Furthermore, by Thm. 4.14 and Thm. 4.11, Icanpf, f2q is a non-zero element of EpπpqqqEpπ1pqqq.1270

So, by our choice of f and f 1, Thm. 4.5 and the very definition of the automorphic Q-periods1271

attached to πpqq and π2pqq, cf. §4.3, imply that1272

1

QpπpqqqQpπ2pqqq
„EpπpqqqEpπ1pqqq ∆H

LSp1
2 ,Π

v bΠ1vq

LSp1,Πv,Asp´1qnqLSp1,Π1v,Asp´1qn´1
q

ź

vPS8

I˚v pfv, f
1
vq

„EpπpqqqEpπ1pqqq p2πiq
dnpn`1q{2 LSp1

2 ,ΠbΠ1q

LSp1,Π,Asp´1qnqLSp1,Π1,Asp´1qn´1
q

ź

vPS8

I˚v pfv, f
1
vq.

(6.11)
Here, we could remove the contragredient in the second line, as both Π and Π1 are conjugate self-1273

dual, whereas the replacement of ∆H by a power of 2πi is a consequence of (1.37) and (1.38) in1274

[Gro-Lin21], and the elimination of the local factors I˚v pfv, f 1vq at the non-archimedean places follows1275

from Lem. 4.8. At the archimedean places we make the following observation:1276

Proposition 6.12. Under the hypotheses of Thm. 4.14, the local factors I˚v pfv, f 1vq ‰ 0 for v P S8.1277

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the non-vanishing of the global period Ppf, f 1q. �1278

Hence, as we are admitting Conj. 4.15, we obtain1279

1

QpπpqqqQpπ2pqqq
„EpπpqqqEpπ1pqqq p2πiq

dnpn`1q{2 LSp1
2 ,ΠbΠ1q

LSp1,Π,Asp´1qnqLSp1,Π1,Asp´1qn´1
q
. (6.13)

Step 3: We recall from Step 1 above that Π1 is a cohomological conjugate self-dual cuspidal auto-1280

morphic representation of Gn´1pAF q, which satisfies Hyp. 2.4 and is pn´2q-regular. Hence, both Π1281

and Π1 satisfy the conditions of Thm. 2.6 and Thm. 5.14. As a consequence, combining the relations1282

(2.9), (5.15) and (6.8), one gets1283

p2πiqdnpn`1q{2 LSp1
2 ,ΠbΠ1q

LSp1,Π,Asp´1qnqLSp1,Π1,Asp´1qn´1
q
„EpΠqEpΠ1q

P pqqpΠ, ıv0qP
pn´q´2qpΠ1, ıv0q

P pq`1qpΠ, ıv0qP
pn´q´1qpΠ1, ıv0q

.

(6.14)
Recall that LSp1

2 ,Π b Π1q ‰ 0, cf. Obs. 6.9. This allows us to combine (6.13) with (6.14), and so,1284

using the fact that Qpπ2pqqq „Epπ1pqqq Qpπ1pqqq ¨Qpξq, we arrive at the following conclusion:1285

1

QpπpqqqQpπ1pqqqQpξq
„EqpΠqEq1 pΠ

1q

P pqqpΠ, ıv0qP
pn´q´2qpΠ1, ıv0q

P pq`1qpΠ, ıv0qP
pn´q´1qpΠ1, ıv0q

(6.15)
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Step 4: We need one last ingredient before we can complete the proof of Thm. 6.1 by induction on1286

the F -rank n:1287

Lemma 6.16. The following relation

Qpξq „
EF pξqEF pqξΠqEF pqξΠ1 q

ppqξΠ,ΣqppqξΠ1 ,Σq

holds. Interpreted as families of complex numbers it is equivariant under AutpCq.1288

Proof. Recall that UpV1q is the one-dimensional unitary group of signature p1, 0q at each ı P Σ.
Let T1 :“ RF {QpUpV1qq. By definition of the CM-periods we have Qpξq „EF pξq ppξ, pT1, h1qq where
h1 : RC{RpGm,Cq Ñ T1,R is the map, which sends z to z{z at each ı P Σ.

We define a map hΣ̃ : RC{RpGm,Cq Ñ TF,R, where TF “ RF {QpGmq, by sending z to z{z at each
ı P Σ. The pair pTF , hΣ̃q is then a Shimura datum. We extend ξ to a character of AˆF , still denoted
by ξ. The natural inclusion T1 ãÑ TF induces a map from the Shimura datum pT1, h1q to pTF , hΣ̃q.
By Prop. 2.1, we have ppξ, pT1, h1qq „EF pξq ppξ, pTF , hΣ̃qq.

Let pTF , hΣq and pTF , hΣq be as in §2.1. Multiplication defines a map from pTF , hΣ̃q ˆ pTF , hΣq

to pTF , hΣq. It follows from Prop. 2.1 (see also Prop. 1.4 and Cor. 1.5 of [Har93]), that we have

ppξ, pTF , hΣ̃qq „EF pξq ppξ, pTF , hΣqqppξ, pTF , hΣqq
´1 “ ppξ,Σqppξ,Σq´1.

By Lem. 2.2, ppξ,Σqppξ,Σq´1 „EF pξq ppξ,Σqppξ
c,´1,Σq „EF pξq ppξ{ξ

c,Σq. Note that ξ{ξc is the1289

base change of the original ξ. Recall that Πc – Πv is the base change of πpqq. Hence qξΠ is the base1290

change of ξ´1
πpqq. Similarly, qξΠ1 is the base change of ξ´1

π1pqq. Therefore, ξ{ξc “ qξΠ
qξΠ. Consequently,1291

recollecting all relations from above and invoking Lem. 2.2 once more, we get1292

Qpξq „EF pξq pp
qξΠ

qξΠ1 ,Σq „EF pξqEF pqξΠqEF pqξΠ1 q
ppqξΠ,ΣqppqξΠ1 ,Σq. (6.17)

�1293

The previous Lem. and equation (6.15) now implies1294

QpπpqqqQpπ1pqqq „EqpΠqEq1 pΠ1q

˜

ppqξΠ,Σq
´1P

pq`1qpΠ, ıv0q

P pqqpΠ, ıv0q

¸

ˆ

˜

ppqξΠ1 ,Σq
´1P

pn´q´1qpΠ1, ıv0q

P pn´q´2qpΠ1, ıv0q

¸

(6.18)
Here, we could remove the number field EF pξqEF pqξΠqEF pqξΠ1q from the relation using [Gro-Lin21],1295

Lem. 1.34.1296

1297

We may finish the proof of Thm. 6.1 by induction on n. When n “ 2, the integer q is neces-1298

sarily 0. The theorem is then clear by Observation 6.6. We assume that the theorem is true for1299

n ´ 1 ě 2. Again, if q “ 0, then the theorem follows from Observation 6.6. So, let 1 ď q ď n ´ 2.1300

Recall that our representation π1pqq from above is an element in
ś

pH 1,Π1vq whose pq1,KH 1,8q-1301

cohomology in concentrated in degree n´q´2 ď n´3. Moreover, we have verified above that Π1 is1302

pn´2q-regular and satisifes Hyp. 2.4, whence Π1 and π1pqq satisfy the conditions of Thm. 6.1. Hence1303

Qpπ1pqqq „Eq1 pΠ1q pp
qξΠ1 ,Σq

´1
P pn´q´1qpΠ1, ıv0q

P pn´q´2qpΠ1, ıv0q
. The theorem then follows from equation (6.18) and1304

[Gro-Lin21], Lem. 1.34.1305
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